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This thesis presents work done during the last ten years on developing five
multimodal spoken dialogue systems, and the empirical user studies that
have been conducted with them. The dialogue systems have been
multimodal, giving information both verbally with animated talking
characters and graphically on maps and in text tables. To be able to study a
wider rage of user behaviour each new system has been in a new domain
and with a new set of interactional abilities. The five system presented in
this thesis are: The Waxholm system where users could ask about the boat
traffic in the Stockholm archipelago; the Gulan system where people could
retrieve information from the Yellow pages of Stockholm; the August system
which was a publicly available system where people could get information
about the author Strindberg, KTH and Stockholm; the AdApt system that
allowed users to browse apartments for sale in Stockholm and the Pixie
system where users could help an animated agent to fix things in a
visionary apartment publicly available at the Telecom museum in
Stockholm. Some of the dialogue systems have been used in controlled
experiments in laboratory environments, while others have been placed in
public environments where members of the general public have interacted
with them. All spoken human-computer interactions have been transcribed
and analyzed to increase our understanding of how people interact verbally
with computers, and to obtain knowledge on how spoken dialogue systems
can utilize the regularities found in these interactions. This thesis
summarizes the experiences from building these five dialogue systems and
presents some of the findings from the analyses of the collected dialogue
corpora.

Keywords: Spoken dialogue system, multimodal, speech, GUI, animated
agents, embodied conversational characters, talking heads, empirical user
studies, speech corpora, system evaluation, system development, Wizard of
Oz simulations, system architecture, linguistic analysis.
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This thesis describes work carried out during the last ten years, aiming at
developing multimodal spoken dialogue systems where users can express
themselves freely without having to learn a special way of speaking. In all
these systems the users have interacted in spoken Swedish with animated
talking characters. To be able to develop these systems, human– computer
dialogues have been collected and analyzed. The purpose of the studies has
been to increase our understanding of how dialogue systems can utilize the
regularities found in human– computer interaction.

! !#"%$'&($%)*+-,/.0& &21%$'&

The general research aim has been to design multimodal spoken dialogue
systems that allow users to communicate naturally and efficiently. For this
purpose, two interrelated goals have been pursued:
1. To develop a series of multimodal spoken dialogue systems that would
serve as experimental test benches.
2. To perform empirical studies of how users behave and interact with
these experimental systems. “Users” have not only been subjects in a
controlled laboratory setting but also people of different ages and
backgrounds, who have interacted with these systems in public
environments.
The user studies have provided guidance and inspiration for the
next design iteration, and each successive dialogue system has in turn
allowed for novel experiments and data collection.
To be able to study a wide range of user behavior, systems in a number
of different domains have been implemented and used to collect human–
computer dialogues. Five different systems will be presented in the thesis:
The Waxholm system where users could ask about the boat traffic in the
Stockholm archipelago; the Gulan system where people could retrieve
information from the Yellow pages of Stockholm; the August system which
was a publicly available system where people could get information about
the author Strindberg, KTH and Stockholm; the AdApt system that allowed
users to browse apartments for sale in Stockholm and the Pixie system
where users could help an animated agent to fix things in a visionary
apartment publicly available at the Telecom museum in Stockholm. All
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systems are the result of collaborative projects. Four of the systems were
used to collect spoken dialogue corpora: Waxholm, August, AdApt and Pixie.
The Gulan system was used for educational purposes. All systems will be
described in chapter 4.
Apart from making it possible to pursue the two general aims presented
above, the work of collecting and analyzing spoken human– computer
interaction also led to the emergence of more specific research issues, e.g.:
• How are subjects influenced by written scenarios?
In the Waxholm user experiments the subjects were found to reuse large
parts of the written scenarios they were given. This was handled by adding
a graphical representation of the domain as well as a multimedia
introduction to the fully automated Waxholm system. This will be
described in Section 4.1.1.
• How are users influenced by the wording of the system output?
Paper II describes how subjects who interacted with a simulated system
reused parts of the system questions in their answers. Paper V reports on
an experiment with the simulated version of the AdApt system. In this
study it was investigated if it would be possible to influence the users’
choice of modality in their input by using a certain modality in the system
output. Examples of verbal convergence in the fully automated AdApt
system are given in Section 4.1.4.
• How do users change their way of speaking when a dialogue system fails?
Analyses of the August dialogue corpus revealed some of the strategies
people employ for error handling. When the users repeat a misunderstood
utterance they modify their speech either by using other words in the
repetition or by modifying the pronunciation towards a clearer articulation.
A detailed analysis of this can be found in Paper III and Paper IV.
• How does a dialogue system with an open microphone affect users’ input?
The multimodal system AdApt used speech detection instead of a push-totalk button. This led to fragmented utterances when the subjects took the
turn by referring to an object on the screen, or by giving feedback on the
system’s previous turn. They would in many cases pause for a moment
while considering what to say next. The initial feedback fragments are
analyzed in Paper VI. To be able to handle these fragmented utterances, a
new system architecture and a parser were developed. This allowed the
system to wait for more input, if it regarded the user utterance as
incomplete in the current dialogue context. An I/O handler that handled
the timing of the multimodal input and output was added. The method for
handling fragmented utterances is described in Paper VIII.
• How should a system that allows for advanced turn-handling be able to
communicate to the user whether it is waiting for more input or not?
The August, AdApt and Pixie systems used visual feedback for turntaking. The animated face was used to encourage the users to keep
talking. In the AdApt system, facial feedback was accompanied by icons
intended to represent the relevant parts of the recognized utterances. The
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turn-taking gestures used in the AdApt system are shown in Section 4.1.4.
and the icon handler is described in Paper IX.
• What happens when you put a spoken dialogue system with multiple
domains in a public environment?
Experiences from the August and Pixie systems showed that people are
inclined to engage in a socializing dialogue where they talk about the
context of the dialogue, e.g. about the agent, the exhibition or the previous
discourse. Furthermore, it is possible to influence the users to talk about
topics that the system can handle. This will be described in Section 4.4.
and is also discussed in Paper IV.
• How can recognition of children’s speech be improved, when only acoustic
models trained on adult speech are available?
Many children interacted with the August and Pixie systems. Paper III
deals with how children and adults modify their pronunciation during
error handling. The effects of these modifications on the KTH speech
recognizer are also discussed. The Pixie system included a commercial
speech recognizer trained on adult speech, with telephone bandwidth. To
decrease error rates, the children’s voices were acoustically transformed
on the fly, before being sent to the recognizer. Learning from the
difficulties of assessing gender and age of speakers in the August corpus,
the users of the Pixie system had to provide this information before
interacting with the system. Paper X presents details on the voice
transformation method and the result of using it.
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The thesis consists of two parts. The first part is an introduction to the field
of spoken dialogue systems, followed by a short description of the thesis
work. The second part consists of ten internationally published scientific
papers. The thesis is outlined as follows: In Chapter 2, speech interfaces are
introduced and compared to graphical interfaces. The advantage of
combining them into multimodal interfaces is also discussed. Finally, the
point of embodying the speech interface is reviewed. Chapter 3 introduces
spoken dialogue systems. It describes how spoken dialogue systems are
developed and what they can be used for. Chapter 4 describes the five
dialogue systems discussed in this thesis and gives some examples of
specific research issues that they have highlighted. It also describes the
different system architectures of the implemented dialogue systems. Finally,
it describes some relevant features of the systems and the settings in which
they were used to collect human– computer dialogues. An overview of the
topics of the included papers is presented in Chapter 5, and Chapter 6
summarizes some of the findings in the thesis work. The second part of the
thesis contains the ten research papers that make up the basis for this
thesis.

 

Today, users mostly interact with computers via direct manipulation in
Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs). The work presented in this thesis aims at
providing computer systems with speech interfaces as well. This chapter
summarizes some of the advantages of using speech in human– computer
interfaces. It also argues for combining speech and graphical interfaces into
multimodal interfaces. Finally, it discusses the value of embodying speech
interfaces.

! "#%$'&'('(*),+.-0/213(5476389):(!; 8</*=?><4@8<&9+'-A):8<B5-C/213(5476389):(!;

The literature provides a number of reasons for using speech in human–
machine interaction, some of which have been summarized by Cohen (1992)
and Cohen and Oviatt (1995). An obvious advantage is that you can speak
without using your hands and that you do not have to turn your attention
to a computer screen. This feature makes speech as an interface especially
suitable for people who do not see well or cannot move their hands easily
(Damper 1984). The hands/eyes free property is also useful in situations
where these resources are used for other tasks, e.g. data entry and machine
control in factories (Martin 1976). Using speech instead of a keyboard in
these situations can reduce error rates. Nye (1982) reported that a speech
interface for supplying the destination of baggage at an airport produced
less than 1% errors, compared to 10% to 40% for keyboard input. Another
hands/eyes busy situation is driving a car (Julia and Cheyer 1998,
Westphal and Weibel 1999). Nowadays car drivers can choose to operate
mobile phones, navigation systems and advanced information systems.
Speech control of these is safer than using a graphical interface, since the
driver does not have to turn his attention from the road to the interface to
control it by hand. However, it is important to design these new speech
controlled systems with care so they do not overload the driver with more
tasks than can be handled. The systems could for example be dependent on
the driving situation, so that they keep quiet in situations where the users
need to focus on the traffic.
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In small devices with limited screen size and keyboards, graphical interfaces
can only be used for simple tasks with a small set of actions. Hence, speech
interfaces are especially advantageous for small mobile devices. They are
also useful for large-scale displays or virtual environments (Julia et al.
1998, Pavlovi et al. 1998). A coming trend is to embed the information
technology in the environment, removing the screen altogether. The EC
Information Society Technologies Advisory Group has presented a future
concept called Ambient Intelligence, which combines Ubiquitous Computing
with Intelligent User Interfaces (Ducatel et al. 2001). According to their
vision, information technology is present everywhere, but without being
visible or imposing. Interfaces should appear when needed, and then be
easy to use, context dependent and personalized. Speech and gesture
recognition are among the key technologies identified as necessary to be able
to realize this vision.
Speech communication is an efficient way of transmitting information
between humans, who have communicated using spoken language for
thousands of years. However, Noyes (2000) questions whether the situation
of talking to a computer can be regarded as natural. An often-claimed
advantage of spoken human– computer interfaces is that since they are
natural for humans they would be universally accessible. According to
Buxton (1990) natural does not mean universally accessible, at least not
without having to be learned first. Natural languages like conversational
English and German differ both in vocabulary and syntax and they can be
regarded as natural for speakers that have acquired fluency in using them.
Thus, having to learn a syntax and vocabulary that is appropriate for the
tasks that are related to a specific domain does not make a speech interface
unnatural, even though it makes it less universally accessible. If a speech
interface is to be regarded as natural, it must be obvious how to express the
desired concepts of the domain and the users have to be able to express
themselves in a rich and fluent manner. Usually when humans
communicate with computers they interact via GUIs where they receive
information visually, and input information via a keyboard or pointing
device. This kind of interaction is not necessarily natural either as was
exemplified in the following scene from a Star Trek movie, that is shown in
Figure 1 on the next page.
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Scotty, having been transported from 2200 back through time to the late 1980s,
attempts to use a Macintosh computer. At first, he speaks to the Mac from across
the room:
Scotty: Computer! – Computer?
His friend Bones quickly realizes that the primitive 1980s technology does not
respond directly to voice commands, so he hands Scotty a mouse. Scottie takes
the mouse and then holds it up to his mouth like a microphone saying:
Scotty:
Ah! - Hello computer!
Technician: Just use the keyboard!
Scotty:
The keyboard? How quaint!
Figure 1. A transcript from the film Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home (1986).
In direct manipulation interfaces, users interact by selecting linked texts or
icons that represent commands to the system. A limiting factor is that
everything the users want to do at any given time must be represented in
the GUI. To overcome this limitation many GUIs also make all commands
available through keyboard shortcuts. However, the meanings of the words
used in menus, the icons in the tool bars and the keyboard shortcuts all
have to be learned by the users. This would not be necessary in a system
where the users could say what they wanted to do using unrestricted
spoken language.
Spoken interaction can be faster if users immediately can say what they
want to achieve without going through the menus or hierarchical pages that
are used in GUIs. Users can give a number of information units in one
single utterance, e.g. saying I want to go from Stockholm to Waxholm today
at about five o’clock instead of selecting a number of popup menus in a GUI.
If you want to build more intelligent systems, natural language makes it
possible to construct complex messages that would be hard to input
graphically, e.g. Why is this apartment more expensive than the one
downtown that you showed me before? Furthermore, users can
communicate their attitudes and emotions simultaneously by providing
their verbal message with certain prosodic cues. These can be used in
dialogue systems to detect if something has gone wrong in the previous
discourse (Hirschberg et al. 2000) or to detect self-repair in spontaneous
speech (Nakatani and Hirschberg 1994).
However, the freedom and efficiency that speech gives users also makes
speech harder for the computer to handle. In spoken interfaces the users
can at any time choose to say whatever they want regardless of what the
dialogue designer had anticipated. In a spoken dialogue system a user who
is posed with a question might answer with a meta question, Please state
your security number – Why do you want me to do that?, a rejection Please
state your security number – Forget it!, with a clarification question, When do
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you want to leave – What tickets are available? or with a related request,
When do you want to leave – I want to take the express train! Thus, it is
important to conduct studies with real users to be able to anticipate how
they will react when performing tasks using spoken dialogue systems. In
GUIs this is not a problem since the users are limited to the actions the
interface designer has decided should be possible to perform. The system
will for example not continue until the users press the OK button in certain
contexts. Moreover, objects and actions are visually represented in the
interface and there are a limited number of ways for users to express what
they want to do, e.g. deleting a file either by selecting a file icon and
pressing delete or by dragging the file icon to a trashcan icon. This makes it
possible for users to explore the possibilities of the system and it makes it
easy for the system to understand what they wish to do. However, the
simple syntax that is used in GUIs limits the types of tasks they can be
used for. Speech interfaces of today can handle more complex syntax, but
they cannot understand unrestricted spoken language – to get a reasonable
performance they have to use a restricted dictionary and grammar, which
leads to a vocabulary problem. It is hard for users to know the limitations of
what they can say, and to explore the set of possible tasks they can perform
using speech (Yankelovich 1996). It is difficult for the dialogue designer to
anticipate how people will express what they want to do. Furnas et al.
(1987) found that even people interacting with computers via command
language will use many different terms to express the same thing, and
Brennan (1990) refers to a report from the HP Natural Language project
1986, called “7000 variations on a single sentence.” Nonetheless, there are
some general features of spoken interaction that make it possible to predict
what people will say when they engage in spoken dialogue. There are
regularities in dialogues that can be used when designing spoken dialogue
systems. People usually adjust their way of talking according to the receiver,
hence also when they interact with computers. Computer-directed speech
has in previous studies been shown to be simpler in syntax resulting in
shorter utterances, has smaller lexical variation and uses ambiguous
pronouns and anaphoric expressions in a restricted way (Guindon 1988,
Kennedy et al. 1988, Dahlbäck 1991, Oviatt 1995, Bell and Gustafson
1999b). People also tend to use the same words as the system when
referring to various concepts in the dialogue (Brennan 1996, Gustafson et
al. 1997).
Another problem with speech is that it uses a lot of short-term memory
(Karl et al. 1993) and takes up the linguistic channel, which according to
Schneiderman (2000) makes speech interfaces less suitable for some types
of complex tasks that also need the linguistic channel. Such a task could
for example be to write a business text (Leijten and Van Waes 2001). Speech
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often requires planning during execution, which might lead to fragmented
utterances (Bell et al. 2001) or disfluent speech (Oviatt 1995, Yankelovich et
al. 1995). Users who interact with systems with high error rates are also
often disfluent (Oviatt et al. 1998). Yet another problem to overcome is the
fact that speech recognition is still quite error prone, which makes it less
reliable than traditional graphical interfaces. According to Schneiderman
(1997) a user interface must do what the users intended it to do otherwise
they will lose confidence in the system and stop using it. It must also be
possible for the users to inspect which command the system received from
the users before it is executed, giving the users a feeling of control. This is
possible in a GUI, but hard in speech interfaces since speech is dynamic
and volatile. It is possible to use verbal confirmations of what the system
understood in each turn, but as Boyce (1999) points out people will regard
such a system as slow and tedious.
Speed is a problem for speech on the output side of a system, since the
information has to be conveyed serially piece by piece. In GUIs a lot of
information can be presented at the same time, which makes it possible for
users to browse or skim through the information to get an overall feel of the
material and then access the interesting parts more carefully. Large
amounts of structured information is for example often easier to convey
graphically in a table than verbally in a spoken dialogue system – especially
if the users have to compare a number of features between a limited
number of objects. However, if there are many features and a very large
number of objects an intelligent spoken interface could be better. Carefully
designed, it could guide the users to the most relevant objects and help the
users to interpret the difference in features between objects.
This section has presented a number of advantages of speech
interfaces, but also a number of challenges in dealing with spoken user
input. Instead of arguing about which type of interface is the superior one,
it would be more interesting to investigate how they can be combined into a
multimodal interface. The next chapter deals with how spoken and
graphical interfaces can be integrated, and it gives examples of advantages
and problems of multimodal interfaces that have been found in different
studies.
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Spoken and graphical interfaces have their respective benefits, which means
that it could be advantageous to let an application use both, and let the
users change modality depending on the situation. For example, an email
application that is used on a desktop computer at the office should probably
be provided with a graphical interface. However, when it is used on a small
mobile device in the car it would probably be better with a spoken interface.
But then again, if the user drives past a construction site with a lot of noise,
or if the user goes by public transportation and wants privacy, a GUI would
be preferable. The solution would be to have both a spoken and a graphical
interface and let the users decide for themselves which modality they prefer
on different occasions.
Systems that use more than one channel/modality to communicate
information are called either multimedia or multimodal systems. The
difference is that multimodal systems use a higher level of abstraction from
which they generate output and to which they transform the user input
(Coutaz et al. 1994). This means that multimodal systems can render the
same information through different output channels, and that they can fuse
user input that was transmitted through multiple channels into a single
message. A benefit of multimodality is the fact that users can combine
multiple modalities to transfer a single message, which has been shown to
decrease error rates (Bangalore and Johnston 2000, Oviatt and VanGent
1996). According to the TYCOON framework six basic types of cooperation
between modalities can be defined (Martin et al. 1998, Martin 1998):
Equivalence

Several modalities are suitable for transmitting the same
information.

Specialization

Some modalities are better than others for transmitting the
information, e.g., it is better to convey spatial information in a
visual than a verbal channel.

Redundancy

Exactly the same information is transferred through multiple
channels at the same time, and this could e.g. be used to
prevent speech recognition errors.

Complementarity Several modalities are used together to convey the information,
e.g. selecting an icon using the mouse while saying: How much
does this one cost?
Transfer

Information that was produced by one modality is used by
another modality. An example would be to use mouse input to
restrict the grammar of the speech recognizer.

Concurrency

Several modalities transfer independent information units at
the same time, e.g. using a voice command to save a document
that is being keyboard edited in a word processor.
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If two modalities are equivalent users can switch between them to avoid and
correct errors. Oviatt (1992) showed that people who could use either
speech input or pen input in a system, switched to pen input when entering
foreign names and alternated between modalities to resolve repeated errors.
According to Grasso (1997) speech and direct manipulation have
different specializations that it would be beneficial to take advantage of
when building human– computer interfaces. GUIs are good at handling a few
and visible references while speech interfaces are good at handling
numerous and non-visible references. GUIs handle simple actions very well
but cannot handle the complex actions that speech interfaces make
possible. Furthermore, graphic representation is persistent in contrast to
speech which is non-persistent. This feature was used in the AdApt system,
presented in Paper IX, where graphical icons were used instead of verbal
confirmation to give feedback on what the system thought the users had
asked for. In addition to this, the current set of search constraints specified
so far in the dialogue was visualized, making it possible for the users to
inspect and change previously given constraints.
Multimodal redundancy does not seem to be very common. Petrelli et al.
(1997) report that people who used their multimodal system rarely
transmitted redundant information through multiple channels. Redundancy
can be used to ensure that the information is correctly understood, e.g. in
noisy environments or during error resolution. However, Oviatt (1999) only
observed 1% redundant multimodal commands during error resolution.
Oviatt et al. (1997) reported that people use modalities in a contrastive
manner to communicate a shift in content or functionality. Similarly, in the
AdApt user studies only a few examples of redundant multimodal input
were observed. In this system apartments were indicated as colored squares
on a map and these could be selected with mouse input. Some users would
select apartments graphically when they shifted focus from one apartment
to another, even in cases when they referred to it verbally. This resulted in
partly redundant multimodal input like when a user clicks on the red
square while saying How much does the red one cost?
Complementary use of several modalities is the most common
multimodal pattern. Oviatt et al. (1997) have shown that it is possible to use
redundancy and complementarity between n-best lists for graphical and
spoken input in order to get the correct interpretation of the multimodal
command, even though none of the n-best lists had the correct
interpretation as number one. It can be hard to decide if a combination of
modalities is redundant or complementary. Martin et al. (2001) propose an
axis of “salience values” where the combination is regarded as
complementary if this value is zero and very redundant if it is one.
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Transfer can be used to improve speech recognition by limiting its grammar
according to mouse clicks. Bangalore and Johnston (2000) used finite-state
transducers to allow the gestural part of multimodal utterances to directly
influence the speech recognition search, thus reducing the error rates by
about 23%.
According to Martin’s definition, modalities are concurrent if they are
independent of each other, but used in the same system. Even in cases
where they are used simultaneously, their input should not be merged.
However, simultaneous input from several modalities has rarely been found
at all, not even in cases where they should be merged. This applies for
example for systems with spoken and graphical interfaces where the
graphical input normally precedes the verbal input. Oviatt et al. (1997)
reported that about 25% of all multimodal commands were concurrent.
Typically, users would submit the graphical part of the command between
one and two seconds before the verbal part. In the AdApt system concurrent
multimodal input was only found in some rare cases (Gustafson et al.
2000). This is of course dependent on the applications and the kind of input
devices that are used for gesture input. Future multimodal systems might
elicit more concurrent commands. If the system could interpret the users’
hand gestures and facial expression in a visual modality, it might for
example be natural for these to occur concurrently with the speech.
However, this remains to be verified in experimental studies.
There are a number of possible output modalities that systems can use,
e.g. recorded or synthesized speech, non-speech sounds, written text,
graphs, maps, tables or embodied characters that use gestures and facial
expressions. Input modalities could for example be speech, pointing and
gestures in 2D or 3D, characters or hand-writing, eye movements, lip
movements, facial expressions or keyboard and mouse input (Benoît et al.
2000). Bernsen (2001) presents taxonomies of input/output modalities as
well as a methodology that can be used to select the most useful
combination of input/output modalities for a certain application.
One modality that humans use while speaking to one another is the
visual modality of facial and body movements. The next section describes
how embodied conversational agents can be added to dialogue systems,
resulting in systems with multimodal spoken output.
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Humans who engage in face-to-face dialogues use non-verbal
communication such as body gestures, gaze, facial expressions and lip
movements to transmit information, attitudes and emotions. If computers
are to engage in spoken dialogue with humans it would seem natural to give
them the possibility to use non-verbal communication too. An embodied
conversational character could increase the believability of the system and
make the interaction more natural. Previous studies have shown that users
who interact with an animated talking agent spend more time with the
system, enjoy the interaction more and think that the system performed
better. This has been called the persona effect, and it is considered by many
researchers to be the most important reason for adding animated agents in
educational systems (Walker et al. 1994, Koda and Maes 1996, Lester et al.
97, van Mulken 1998, Lester et al. 1999). There is a risk that the interaction
becomes slower when users try to interpret all the signals that the face
emits, even though they were not deliberately inserted by the interaction
designer (Takeuchi and Naito 1995). This means that some types of
animated agents might distract the users from their tasks (Koda and Maes
1996, McBreen and Jack 2001). However, Pandzic et al. (1999) and Walker
et al. (1994) did not find any degraded task performance when using
embodied agents.
Another concern is that embodied agents will lead people to
anthropomorphize the interface, resulting in too high expectations of the
intelligence of the system (Takeuchi and Naito 1995, Koda and Maes 1996,
Walker et al. 1994). On the other hand, Reeves and Nass (1996) have shown
that users tend to interact socially with computers in the same way as they
interact with people even though the system does not have a human
appearance. Laurel (1990) and Cassell et al. (1999) argue that interface
designers could take advantage of anthropomorphism by embodying some
types of interfaces, thus making the interaction more natural. Dehn and
van Mulken (2000) have reviewed a number of studies on the usefulness of
animated characters, and they conclude that most of these studies have
failed to show an increase in user performance. Nevertheless, they argue
that most of these studies were conducted on too short sessions, and that it
would be desirable to do user studies on longer and multiple sessions. The
animated agents’ entertaining features could for example be used to
motivate students to interact with educational systems. They believe that if
animated characters are used correctly, larger studies will yield better user
performances.
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Adding a face can make the dialogue situation more entertaining and
engaging. The appearance of the face communicates who the speaker is by
means of personality, social status mood, etc. This could be used in
dialogue systems to increase the users’ trust and satisfaction (Nass et al.
2000). Most humans are very good at recognizing and remembering faces
(Donath 2001), a feature which can be used to make different speech
services memorable and familiar. The appearance of the agent can be used
to communicate the system domain. This can be done using a famous real
or fictive person’s face or by dressing the characters to show that they
belong to a certain occupational group. If a single dialogue system supplies
a number of different services, domain specific recognizer lexicons and
dialogue managers could be loaded depending on which character the user
is speaking to, e.g. load the food domain when they are talking to the
Swedish chef and the sports domain when they interact with the virtual
sports commentator. It could also be useful to have multiple characters with
different personality within the same domain. ! "$#%& (1999) describe a
market place with a number of embodied characters that were given
different personalities.

  ' ( )+*-,.)

Animating the face brings the embodied character to life, making it more
believable as a dialogue partner. According to Ekman (1979) facial actions
can be clustered according to their communicative functions in three
different channels: the phonemic, the intonational and the emotional.
The phonemic channel is used to communicate redundant and
complementary information in what is being said. Fisher (1968) coined the
term viseme for the visual realization of phonemes. Accurate lip movements
in audiovisual speech can improve intelligibility, especially for the hearing
impaired (Agelfors et al. 1998), but also in general in noisy environments
(Benoît et al. 1994, Beskow et al. 1997). To be able to produce 3D
animations of audiovisual speech, appropriate face models have to be
developed. These models can be either physically based like Waters’ model
(Waters 1987) or parametric like Parke’s model (Parke 1975). The Parke
model has been used in several audiovisual speech synthesis systems
(Lewis and Parke 1987, Cohen and Massaro 1993, Beskow 1995). There are
also 2D facial animation systems that use image processing techniques to
morph between recorded visemes (Bregler et al. 1997, Ezzat & Poggio 1998).
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The intonational channel is used to facilitate a smooth interaction. Facial
expressions, eyebrow raising and head nods can be used to communicate
the information structure of an utterance, for instance stressing new or
important objects (Scherer 1980, Pelachaud et al. 1994, Cassel et al. 2001,
Decarlo et al. 2002).
The emotional channel is used to increase the animated character’s
social believability. Ekman et al. (1972) found the six universal emotions
that are interpreted by August in Figure 2 (Lundeberg and Beskow 1999).
There are display rules that regulate when speakers show emotions. These
rules depend on the meaning the speaker wants to convey, the mood of the
speaker, the relationship between speaker and listener and the dialogue
situation (Ekman 1982). Some animation systems have implemented such
display rules (Poggi and Pelachaud 1998, de Carolis et al. 2001). Cassell
and Thórisson (1999) found that adding gestures for dialogue regulation, i.e.
turn-taking gestures, in their Ymir dialogue system increased user
satisfaction more than it did when adding emotional gestures. Guye–
Vuillieme et al. (1999) argue that the domain of Ymir (the solar system) had
little emotional content and they conclude that both kinds of feedback are
needed to get more user-friendly virtual environments.

Happiness

Surprise

Anger

Sadness

Fear

Disgust

Figure 2. Ekman’s universal emotions, as interpreted by August.
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classes of gesture usage in dialogues. Speech markers (beats, batons) are
used to communicate the information structure of an utterances, e.g. to
stress important or new objects in a verbal utterance. Ideographs are
produced while the speaker is preparing an utterance to indicate the
direction of thought. Iconic gestures are used to show some representation
of an object that is being referred to verbally. The gesture can depict the
shape, some spatial relation or action of an object. Pantomimic gestures play
the role of the referent. Deictic gestures are used to point to objects visual in
the users environment or represented in the graphical interface. Finally,
Emblematic gestures are gestures that have a direct translation into words
that is known in a specific culture or social group. They are used to send
messages like thumbs up for “ok”, which is shown in Figure 3 among other
examples of gestures used in the Pixie system.

Figure 3. Some of Pixie’s body gestures (Liquid Media 2002).
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According to Kahneman (1973) gaze indicates three types of mental
processes: spontaneous looking, task-relevant looking and looking as a
function of orientation of thought. Thus, in conversation gaze carries
information about what the interlocutors are focusing on. Gaze can be used
to communicate the speaker’s degree of attention and interest during a
conversation, to regulate the turn-taking, to refer to visible objects, to show
the speaker’s mental activity, to display emotions or to define power and
status. Pelachaud et al. (1996) described a facial animation system that
among other things could display different gaze patterns. According to
Duncan (1972) speakers can give cues that indicate the end of their turns
not only with prosody and syntax, but also by changing the direction of
their gaze. According to Goodwin (1981) the listener looks away from the
speaker while taking the turn to avoid cognitive overload while planning
what to say. The usefulness of gaze in turn-handling was investigated by
Cassell et al. (1999). They found that the speakers looked away from the
listeners at the beginning of turns and towards the listeners at the end of
turns. They also found that speakers tended to look away from the listeners
while giving old information (theme) and towards the listeners while giving
new information (rheme). If theme coincided with the start of a turn, the
speakers always looked away from the listeners. Thórisson (2002) describes
a turn-taking model called the Ymir Turn-Taking Model (YTTM) that uses
speech detection, prosody, gesture and body language to determine when
the animated agent should take the turn. The BEAT system uses gaze, head
nods and eyebrow-raising for turn-handling (Cassel et al. 2000). Finally,
according to Colburn et al. (2000) turn-handling gaze can be used to indicate
who is talking in multi-party dialogues such as virtual conferencing.
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In spoken dialogue systems the users’ spoken input is translated into
computer readable form by a speech recognizer (ASR). The output from the
recognizer could be orthographic words, syntactic classes or application
specific commands that occur in sentences, n-best lists (lists of possible
sentences) or hypothesis lattices. The output from the recognizer is sent to a
linguistic understanding component that interprets the semantic meaning
of the input, which in turn is used by the dialogue manager to determine
what to do, e.g. perform a database search, send a command to an external
device or ask a clarification question to the user. The system also
communicates with speech output, using either recorded prompts or speech
synthesis.
To date, the speech recognizer and the linguistic understanding
components have had to use limited lexicons and grammars in order to get
reasonable performance. However, in some services with simple dialogue
structure and where it is possible to collect large speech corpora, statistical
grammars can be built that have less limited coverage. An example of such
a service is call routing, where the system sends an incoming telephone call
to the appropriate operator (Arai et al. 1998).
At every given point in a dialogue either the system or the user has the
initiative. If the same part controls the dialogue all the time it is called
single initiative, while it is called mixed initiative when the initiative changes
over time. If the task model determines who has the initiative it is called
fixed mixed, and if both dialogue partners can take the initiative at any
given time it is called dynamic mixed (Allen 1997).
Most commercial spoken dialogue systems use system initiative, where
predefined slots are filled or where the users are prompted with menu
choices. In these systems the structure of the application determines the
structure of the dialogue. While menu dialogue systems are appropriate for
many simple tasks, they are not suitable for large vocabulary applications
or for applications where the users have to provide the system with a lot of
data (Balentine 1999). It is problematic to build large and complex
applications since menus preferably should not contain more than about
five items (Balentine & Morgan 1999, Garder–Bonneau 1999) and because
deep menu structures should be avoided (Virzi & Huitema 1997). Moreover,
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since the menu hierarchy is built from the structure of the backend system,
users are required to know how the system is organized in order to be able
to find adequate help.
In contrast, in a system with dynamic mixed initiative users can say
what they want to do without having to learn a special way of speaking, and
without knowing the organization of the backend system. However, since
such dialogues are not strictly system driven it is more difficult to
understand the underlying intention of the users’ utterances. User adaptive
spoken dialogue systems cannot be built without studying both human–
human dialogues and human–computer dialogues. To be able to study
human–computer dialogues both real and simulated systems have to be
developed. By studying human–human interaction it is possible to take
advantage of the rules and regularities that it reveals. Furthermore, it is
very important that conversational systems are able to handle errors and try
to prevent them from occurring, by communicating what has been
understood and if necessary initiate a clarification dialogue to solve
communicative problems. This also requires the collection and study of user
data.
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Spoken dialogue systems usually have three parts: Understanding the user
input, deciding what to do, and generating the system output. In simple
question/answer dialogue systems this can be done in a pipeline manner
where one module sends its output to the next module and finally an
answer is generated, as seen in Figure 4.
speech act
resolved parse
parse
text Parser
ASR
speech

USER INPUT

Reference
resolution

Speech act
determiner

Response
planner

deep structure
Text
generator

tagged text
Speech
synthesizer
speech

SYSTEM OUTPUT

Figure 4. A system architecture for a simple spoken dialogue system.
If the system is to be multimodal and conversational a more complicated
system architecture is needed. The system must be able to combine input
from several modalities, which means that it in some cases has to wait for
more information from the same or another channel before sending the
input to the dialogue manager. To make the system reactive it has to be
able to produce output while it is processing the input, for example
producing turn-handling facial gestures while listening to speech input.
Finally it has to be able to decide which channels to use for output and
when to produce it. Figure 5 below shows an example of what an
architecture that can handle some of these issues might look like. Apart
from the vision input, this architecture is almost identical to the
architecture used in the AdApt system. Another difference is that the I/O
Manager has been divided into three sub-modules, one module for merging
input from different input modalities, one module for decomposing
multimodal messages from the dialogue manager that are to be sent to
respective output module, and a module that is responsible for the timing of
the input and output of the system.
In order to build conversional systems it is important to be able to
handle user utterances that contain problematic parts, due to either
recognition errors or user hesitation or disfluencies. The system also has to
respond fast to give the dialogue a conversational feel. The demands that
conversational systems put on the understanding modules are quite hard to
meet. The system should be able to understand the intentions of the user,
use planning to decide what to reply and then answer very fast. Some of
these requirements can be met by using machine learning for the semantic
analysis.
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Input understanding modules
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Output
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output generator

Speech
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Output devices

Figure 5. A system architecture for a multimodal conversational system.
Spoken dialogue systems are quite complex with many different
components, which also puts constraints on the system architecture. Since
many developers have to work together to build the systems it is necessary
to make them modularized. This modularization could be done in different
ways: either the system is built in an object-oriented language where the
whole system could be run in one process and where there are different
internal modules/objects that communicate via internal interfaces; or the
modules could be distributed into multiple processes that communicate via
external interfaces, e.g. sockets. The latter makes it easier to build a system
that is distributed over several computers and more importantly it is
possible to implement the different modules in different programming
languages. This makes it easier to distribute the work of implementing the
modules to developers with different backgrounds and requirements on the
programming language. A drawback of the distributed architecture is that it
might be slow in cases where a lot of information must be communicated at
a high rate. It may also make the installation and maintenance more
complicated.
The next chapter will present an overview of how to develop spoken
dialogue systems. It will also give a short introduction to knowledge sources
that have been used when developing such systems.
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One difficulty when building spoken dialogue systems is that it is hard to
anticipate how people will speak to the system. Furthermore, since the
users’ way of speaking will be influenced by the functionality of the system,
it would be desirable to do user studies under realistic conditions before
deciding on the design of the dialogue system. Wooffitt et al. (1997) present
three solutions to the problem of predicting how users will interact with
spoken dialogue systems. The first is design by inspiration, using the fact
that humans are experts in human language. In these cases the application
is analyzed and a strictly system driven dialogue system that is developed
uses the linguistic intuition of the system designer. As Wooffitt et al. (1997)
point out this is not a very good idea since the designer usually cannot
think of all possible situations in advance. Another problem is that this
method relies on the designer’s linguistic competence and not his
knowledge of language use. The next method is design by observation. This
means that the designer observes how people solve the same tasks while
talking to other humans. To be able to do this it has to be possible to collect
human–human dialogues. If there is no manual version of the service this is
of course impossible. In those cases it is necessary to design by simulation.
This is the well-known Wizard-Of-Oz (WOZ) technique, where some or all
parts of the system are simulated by a human operator. To get realistic user
interaction it is important that the users believe that they are interacting
with a real system.
Bernsen et al. (1998) presented a life cycle for the development of
spoken dialogue systems, see Figure 6.

Figure 6. The life-cycle from Bernsen et al. (1998).
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The life cycle starts either with research ideas or commercial requests that
are used in a survey that aims at producing design specifications,
requirement specifications and evaluation criteria. The design specification
is first used to develop a simulated version of the system. This is exposed to
test users and the evaluation of the user interactions is used to revise the
design specification. Then a fully functional system is built, user tested and
the design specification is revised iteratively until the requirement
specifications are met. The evaluation criteria are then used to do
acceptance tests with the end users.
There are a number of knowledge sources that are useful in the
development of spoken dialogue systems. Here is a brief overview of three
types of knowledge sources.
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Human– human dialogues have been studied extensively and there are many
theories that aim at modeling different aspects of communication. This
section will give some examples of theories about human– human dialogue
that have been influential for designers of human– computer dialogue
systems. Before going into these theories the usages of the term
conversation will be commented on.
Conversation and conversational
Humans use language to perform many communicative functions.
Traditionally, spoken language mostly has had an interactional function - to
establish and maintain personal relationships, while written language
mostly has had a transactional function - to transfer information (Brown
and Yule 1983). This is not completely the case anymore - people leave
short messages verbally on answering machines and they write e-mails and
sms-messages to maintain their personal relationships. According to Leech
et al. (1995) “conversation ... is dialogue conducted primarily for interactional,
rather than transactional reasons”, but others, for example Sacks et al.
(1974) use the term conversation for any unscripted dialogic talk. Levinson
(1983) points out the following about conversation “conversation is not a
structural product in the way that a sentence is - it is rather the outcome of
the interaction of two or more independent, goal-directed individuals, often
with divergent interests”. Button (1990) argues that even though it is
possible to build machines that simulate conversational sequences, it would
be wrong to say that they are “conversing” in the same way as humans. He
claims that this has implications on how conversational analysis should be
used when developing dialogue systems. Zue and Glass (2000) and Allen et
al. (2001) use the term conversational dialogue systems to indicate that they
allow the users to state what they want to do freely - just as they would if
solving the task by talking with another human. However, the goals of these
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conversational human– computer interactions are still primarily taskoriented. There are a number of spoken dialogue systems that can be called
conversational according to this interpretation of the expression, e.g. the
How may I help you? system (Gorin et al. 1997), the MIRACLE system (Stein
et al. 1997), the Jupiter system (Zue et al. 2000), the August system
(Gustafson et al. 1999) and the AdApt system (Gustafson et al. 2000).
Speech acts
Speech act theory is based primarily on the works of Austin (1962) and
Searle (1969). The speech act theory deals with the communicative function
of utterances, i.e. the intention of the speaker and the effect on the listener.
It is highly relevant when designing spoken dialogue systems, since for each
user utterance the system must decide its purpose: whether it is a request
for information, a clarification question, a confirmation, an action, a change
of topic, etc. It can be hard to assign speech acts to utterances in dialogue
systems, since the same utterance can be associated with multiple speech
acts depending on a range of factors, such as prosody and dialogue context.
A number of plan-based computational dialogue models which use speech
acts as plan operators have been developed (Cohen and Perrault 1979, Allen
and Perrault 1980, Cohen and Levesque 1990, Litman and Allen 1990,
Carberry 1990, Lambert 1993, McRoy and Hirst 1995).
Conversational structure
The main feature of a dialogue that distinguishes it from a monologue is
that there are at least two partners who contribute to the discourse. This
feature has been called the “chaining principle” (Good 1979). The dialogue
consists of turns that are composed by smaller so called turn construction
units (TCUs). These are potentially complete turns, which means that at the
end of a TCU it is possible but not obligatory for the listener to take the
turn. These places are called transition relevance places (TRPs). Turns can
have various components, from a single phone to several utterances (Sacks
et al. 1974, Schenkein 1978). The overlap in speech between interlocutors is
less than 5%, while at the same time the silent intervals between turns are
typically only a few tenths of a second (Levinson 1983, Ervin-Tripp 1979).
Bull (1996) found that a third of the between-speaker intervals were less
than 200 ms long - which is typically the shortest possible response time to
speech. This means that the listener uses a range of features in the
speaker’s speech to anticipate where the TRP will come. Studies on how
speakers indicate and listeners perceive TRPs have for example found the
following features to be relevant: cue words (Grosz and Sidner 1986),
intonation (Hirschberg and Pierrehumbert 1986), boundary tones and
silences (Traum and Heeman 1997), control phrases, topic and global
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organisation (Whittaker and Stenton 1988). In dialogues there are
regularities in the ordering at a local level described as adjacency pairs
(Schegloff 1968), for example Question– Answer. This simple structure is not
always applicable, there is often an insertion-sequence which delays the
Answer-part to a Question-part, until some other question has been
answered. There are also global organization principles that describe how
different types of dialogues are initiated and ended.
These regularities in dialogue have led some researchers to propose that
coherent utterance exchanges in dialogue can be described by means of
conversational rules, much the way coherent sentences are described by
syntactic rules. The basic categories of these conversational rules are
speech acts, and the general idea is that sequences of speech acts that
adhere to the rules are coherent, while the remaining sequences are
incoherent. While there are serious theoretical problems with this approach
as a general model for human– human conversations (Levinson 1983), it has
been successfully applied to the design of human– computer dialogue
systems, such as the dialogue games of Power (1979) and Carlson (1983) or
the dialogue grammars of Polanyi and Scha (1984) and Jö nsson (1993,
1996).
There are two simultaneous information channels in a dialogue: the
information channel from the speaker, and the backchannel feedback from
the listener. The backchannel feedback indicates attention, feelings and
understanding, and its purpose is to support the interaction (Yngve 1970).
It is communicated by anything from short vocalizations like “mm” to
utterances like “I think I understand” , or by facial expressions and gestures
(Goodwin 1981). Jurafsky et al. (1998) presented a computational model
that used lexical, prosodic and syntactic cues for automatically
distinguishing between the dialogue acts yes-answer and three types of
backchanneling acts: continuers, incipient speakership and agreement. All of
these can be realized by words like “yeah” , “ok” , “mm-hmm” .
Co-operation
Another fairly well agreed upon finding is that most human dialogues are
characterized by co-operation (Grice 1975, Allwood 1976). Grice defined the
Co-operative Principle: “Make your conversational contribution such as is
required, at the stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction
of the talk exchange in which you are engaged” , which is manifested in the
maxims of Quantity, Quality, Relation and Manner. Dybkjær et al. (1996)
have extended the Gricean maxims to be useful for human– computer
dialogues. They added three more aspects that they argued a dialogue
system must take into consideration:
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Partner asymmetry

Provide clear and comprehensible communication of
what the system can and cannot do, and how the user
has to interact with the system.

Background knowledge

The system has to take into account the users’
background knowledge and their assumed expectations
of the system’s knowledge.
The system should initiate clarification metacommunication if necessary, e.g. if the user input is
inconsistent or ambiguous.

Repair and clarification

Gaasterland et al. (1992) give an overview of the use of Gricean maxims as a
starting point for cooperative answering. They describe cooperative
techniques for information retrieval that consider both the users’
conceptions and their misconceptions.
Grounding and collaboration
Participants in spoken dialogue establish a common ground from their past
conversations, their immediate surroundings and the current dialogue
(Clark and Schaefer 1989, Clark and Brennan 1991). Speakers co-ordinate
their use of language with other participants in a language arena in two
phases: first an utterance is presented, it is then accepted when the receiver
signals that he has received the information. The acceptance is
acknowledged by feedback words like “ok”, paraphrases of the presented
utterance, or by implicit acknowledgments (Traum and Allen 1992). The
implicit acknowledgment could be produced by reusing the terms the
participant used or by continuing the dialogue in a way that is in
accordance with the previous turn.
Collaboration in dialogue is the process where the participants
coordinate their action towards a shared goal. This has been formalized in
the Shared Plans theory (Grosz and Sidner 1986), where three discourse
structures are used: the intentional structure in the form of Shared Plans,
the linguistic structure in the form of segments of actions, and the
attentional structure in the form of a focus stack. Collagen is a
computational model that is based on this theory (Rich and Sidner 1998).
Participants in a conversation also collaborate while making references
(Clark and Wilkes– Gibbs 1986). A computational model of how users
collaborate on referring expressions was proposed by Heeman and Hirst
(1995). Traum and Allen (1992) presented a computational model of
grounding. They also defined discourse units (DUs) that are built up by
single-utterance grounding acts. They extended the speech act theory into
the conversation act theory that used four discourse levels: turn-taking,
grounding, core speech acts and argumentation. This theory was presented
in Traum and Hinkelman (1992).
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In task-oriented dialogues users talk with the system in order to be able to
complete a task. If it is a task that people usually solve by talking to other
humans the dialogue designer can use transcripts from human– human
interaction as an inspiration when designing the task model. A method of
formalizing this work has been proposed by Jö nsson and Dahlbäck (2000).
They argue that human– human dialogues might be relevant to get an idea
of what tasks users would like to solve and how these tasks are related to
each other, but that they will not be optimal for building grammars and
language models, since people adjust their way of speaking according to the
receiver. Their suggestion is to distill the human– human dialogues by rewriting them as the dialogue designer thinks they would have been
conducted if they were human– computer dialogues. Their distilling
guidelines state that the ‘user’ utterances should be changed as little as
possible, and that the ‘system’ utterances should be changed in order to
match the desired capabilities of the future automated system. These
dialogues can give the designer inspiration for the task analysis needed to
build the initial domain model and a WOZ system that could be used to
collect more realistic data. Another way of getting the information needed
for the task analysis from an existing manual version of the service is to
interview the humans that perform the task, as well as their customers.
If there is no manual version of the service, other methods have to be
used. One commonly used method in system development is scenario
analysis. A scenario describes a user situation where an imaginary user
interacts with the future system. The scenario can describe different kinds
of typical users in various user situations. The scenario describes
everything that is happening, what the user does and how the system
reacts. These descriptions can be used to specify what kind of modules the
system must have. A method that was used in the Olga project (Beskow &
McGlashan 1997) at this stage in the scenario analysis was to let the
system developers simulate their own modules verbally while stepping
through the scenarios. At each step they had to specify what messages their
modules would need from other modules in order to perform the tasks
needed for them to support the complete system in generating the desired
output. A popular type of scenario in object-oriented system development is
use cases (Jacobson et al. 1992). According to Hulstijn (2000) use cases are
useful in the development of simple spoken dialogue since they are easy to
use and because they generalize over a set of related scenarios. However,
Hulstijn states that use case tools (flow graphs and sequence diagrams) are
not optimal for developing mixed initiative dialogue systems.
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One final source of knowledge on how to build spoken dialogue systems is
to perform user studies on people who interact with real or (partly)
simulated systems. With such simulations, researchers and system
designers achieve many goals: they get data for speech recognizer training,
information on domain-specific expressions, utterances and dialogue
patterns, turn-taking behavior, and (if the system is multimodal)
information on how the users prefer to make use of the various modalities.
In addition, data from simulations may point to problems and research
issues that would have been difficult to anticipate otherwise.
Rapid prototyping and iterative development are common methods in
software engineering, and they can also be useful when developing spoken
dialogue systems. These methods have been successfully used for graphical
interfaces where the user interacts with a system that is not fully
functional, but that gives the users the look and feel of the final system.
This is not as easy in spoken dialogue systems since the prototype system
has to have some rudimentary speech understanding and the system
designer has to anticipate how the users will speak to the prototype. To be
able to build the first iteration of the prototype it might be necessary to
simulate at least the speech understanding.
The method of simulating the whole or parts of a dialogue systems, in
order to be able to collect human– computer interaction, has been called the
Wizard-of-OZ (WOZ) method (Richards and Underwood 1984, Guyomard
and Siroux 1988, Jö nsson and Dahlbäck 1988, Fraser and Gilbert 1991). A
crucial part of WOZ simulation is to make the subjects think that they are
interacting with a fully automated system. The term comes from the
children’s novel The Wonderful Wizard of Oz (Baum 1900):
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There are some requirements that need to be met in order to perform a WOZ
simulation. It must be possible for the wizard to perform the intended tasks,
the desired system behavior must be specifiable and the whole simulation
must be believable (Fraser and Gilbert 1991). An early attempt at dealing
with these issues was the ARNE-3 WOZ environment (Dahlbäck et al. 1993).
This system had an editor for making database queries and used menus
with canned system prompts to ensure fast and consistent answers from
the wizard. It is also possible to simulate only one component in the system,
like in the Waxholm WOZ experiments where the wizard simulated only the
speech recognizer, typing in exactly what the subjects said (Blomberg et al.
1993). The WOZ method for initial data collection has been used in the
development of a number of spoken dialogue systems, e.g. Circuit Fix It Shop
(Moody 1988), ATIS (Hemphill 1990), SUNDIAL (Peckham 1991), MADCOW
(Hirschman 1992), The Philips train timetable system (Oerder and Aust
1994).
If WOZ simulations are used to collect spoken interaction that will be
used to train speech understanding components it is important to decide
what degree of understanding the wizard should simulate. However,
Dahlbäck et al. (1993) did not let their wizards simulate limited
understanding because they did not want to decide on what kind of
understanding a future system might be capable of. Furthermore, they
argued that it is very hard for a wizard to simulate limited understanding in
a convincing way. However, Bernsen et al. (1998) argue for giving the wizard
simple rules on how to simulate limited understanding, e.g. “do not
understand any personal names” or “do not understand negations”. They
also state that input filtering can be used to elicit wizard misrecognitions.
There have been other attempts at simulating limited understanding
capabilities. According to Fraser and Gilbert (1991) text input systems could
use filters that introduce insertion and deletion errors, and speech input
systems could have a speech recognizer between the subject and the human
wizard. Peissner et al. (2001) presented a WOZ system where the human
wizard only decided if it was possible for the system to understand the
subject’s utterances according to some given restrictions. The system then
used this assessment to decide with what probability it should understand
the user input correctly.
In multimodal WOZ systems the wizard has to be able to handle the
graphical modality as well. In the AdApt WOZ experiment the subjects’
speech and graphical input was sent to a WOZ interface that was run on a
seperate computer (Gustafson et al. 2000). Graphical selections were
automatically translated to text and inserted into the wizard’s database
interface. In the same interface the wizard would insert the constraints that
the subject provided in his spoken input. The wizard generated synthesized
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answers using menus of answer templates. The system could be adjusted to
construct verbal answers with deictic references that had to be
synchronized with the graphical output. Salber and Coutaz (1993) argue
that one could use multiple wizards in multimodal WOZ simulations, one
for handling the input, one for handling the task level decisions and one for
formulating the answers. They also state that it might be useful to have
different wizards for each input modality, but then an additional wizard is
needed for modality fusion. However, using multiple wizards in any of these
two ways will introduce rather complicated coordination between the
wizards, that might be hard to handle.
In the MASK project three cycles of WOZ simulations were run before
building the prototype system (Life et al. 1996). They used the WOZ
experiments for the dual purpose of prototyping the user interface and for
collecting realistic spoken interaction. At later stages of the iterative
development of spoken dialogue systems, more advanced WOZ experiments
can be conducted. Ammicht et al. (1999) describe a system where the
wizard supervises a fully automated dialogue system. The wizard can either
control every step of the interaction or let the system work semiautomatically, where the wizard can override the system decisions at
different levels when necessary. Thus, the wizard can correct wrong
decisions in one module and then let the rest of the system do its job.
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A number of taxonomies of dialogues have been presented over recent years.
Dahlbä ck (1997) distinguishes between seven main dimensions that are
relevant when investigating dialogues:
•

Modality (spoken or written)

•

Kinds of agent (human or computer)

•

Interaction (dialogue or monologue)

•

Shared context (spatial and temporal)

•

Number and types of tasks

•

The dialogue-task distance (dialogue and task structures)

•

Kinds of shared knowledge

Allen (1997) uses dimensions that describe phenomena a dialogue system
must be able to handle:
•

Reference resolution - from none to arbitrary anaphora

•

Task complexity - from static to hierarchical

•

Dialogue management - from none to meta conversation

•

Initiative - from fixed single to dynamic mixed

Spoken dialogue systems have so far mostly been designed with an overall
goal to carry out a specific task, e.g. ordering tickets. In addition, it would
be interesting to consider other goals that the users could have when
interacting with a spoken dialogue system. Extending the types of dialogues
that could be handled by spoken dialogue systems has consequences for
both implementation and evaluation. Most current systems are taskoriented because it makes it easier to build domain models that can be used
to pre-define the language models and dialogue rules. Furthermore, having
pre-defined tasks makes it easier to evaluate the performance of the
dialogue system. The system that can help the users to obtain their overall
goal fastest, with the least number of turns might be regarded as the best
one.
It would be interesting to extend the goals of spoken dialogue systems,
without making it impossible to handle the user interaction that these
systems elicit. A first extension could be to remove the overall goal of the
dialogues, e.g. buying a train ticket, thus getting explorative dialogues.
These dialogues would still have tasks that are solved during the
interaction, i.e. giving constraints or receiving information about objects.
However, in the case of explorative dialogues, it is harder to compare the
number of turns between different user interactions, in order to decide the
quality of the system. For how long different users like to browse an
information-set varies a lot.
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The next step could be to remove the presence of an external task
altogether, thereby obtaining interactional dialogues that are not used to
achieve anything outside the dialogue itself (Brown and Yule 1983).
Correctly designed, such dialogues might still be amenable to processing by
a dialogue system, since they are likely to primarily bring up features from
the immediate shared context. These context-oriented dialogues would
focus on who the dialogue partner is, objects in the shared spatial context
and the actual situation of the dialogue partner. The resulting three
dialogue categories could be summarized in the following way:
Task-oriented – spoken dialogues that are used to simplify tasks that the
users would like to get help with, e.g. control devices and simple computer
applications, retrieve or store information in databases, order goods or
services, collaborate with the system to do complex tasks. The advantage of
task-oriented dialogues is that the turns usually are quite short. Moreover,
the users have well-defined goals with their interaction, which make it
possible to determine if they have succeeded by measuring task completion
rates.
Explorative - spoken dialogues that are used to acquire knowledge about
some complex task or browse structured information, e.g. tutoring or
educational systems, browsing a large dataset, tourist information systems
or asking animated characters in a computer game to perform certain tasks.
The users have a goal with their interaction, but it is not easily defined.
Rather than finding something in particular it is to explore the possibilities.
This makes it hard to determine if and when the users succeed. It is
possible to measure query error rates but that does not tell you if the users
found what they were looking for. Using an evaluation scheme like Paradise
(Walker et al. 1997) might be hard since users might like a system with high
query error rate that happened to help them to find something interesting,
while they may dislike a system with low query error rate that did not help
them to find any interesting items.
Context-oriented – spoken dialogues that are targeted at the dialogue
situation, where users engage in small talk with an embodied agent in order
to get to know more about the agent’s personality, the location where the
dialogue takes place and the situation. Bickmore and Cassel (2000)
experimented with different degrees of small talk in their REA system to
establish a social relation that would increase the users’ trust in their
animated agent, and to give the users a notion of the agent’s capabilities.
Context-oriented dialogues could be used by a conversational agent that
embodies a real or fictive person in an information kiosk, interactive actors
or characters in computer games or museum guides that can engage in
dialogues about the exhibition they inhabit. It is quite hard to measure
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success rate since the user’s primary goal is to be entertained. It is possible
to measure query error rates, but to build an entertaining system it is not
certain that understanding is the only important feature. It might be equally
important for the system to be able to act as if it understood or to keep the
conversation going trying to understand what the user meant later on. An
early example of keeping the dialogue going without deep understanding
was Eliza (Weizenbaum 1966). A later example is Julia, a ‘chatterbot’ who
inhabited a text-based MUD (Mauldin 1994, Foner 1997). Julia used word
pattern matching and answer templates, often with humorous responses, to
create a socially viable persona that users enjoyed chatting with.
The features proposed by Dahlbä ck and Allen are of course very
important to consider when implementing dialogue systems with any of
these three types of goals. Allen et al. (2000) argue that it is necessary to
limit spoken dialogue systems to goal-seeking dialogues, practical dialogues,
which would correspond to the task-oriented dialogues and explorative
dialogues above. They suggest that unrestricted natural dialogues are too
hard to handle. However, the experiences from the August and Pixie
systems indicate that people are rather restricted in context-oriented
dialogues as well. The users mostly talked about the agent and the shared
spatial context. If a dialogue system would have control of the context it
would be possible to build systems where the users’ goal is to have
entertaining dialogues. These kinds of context-oriented dialogues will be
important if spoken dialogues are to be used in computer games. The users
will be able to refer multimodally to objects in their shared spatial context.
It will be possible to generate context-oriented dialogues since the system
will know what is shown in a particular scene and since the personality and
traits of the characters will be indicated by their appearance, movements
and speech.
Spoken dialogue systems could benefit from having all three types of
goals, but the benefit might vary in importance depending on the
application type, which is indicated in Table 1. The size of the dots in this
table represents an attempt at assessing the importance of the dialogue
goals for a range of application types.
The first three application types in this table are typical task-oriented
domains that most spoken dialogue systems have been targeted at so far. In
these task-oriented domains, explorative dialogues might be useful as a
help option, where they could be used to explain the available options in the
system. Context-oriented dialogues might be useful if the interface is
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problem solving applications built so far have focused on solving a single
specific task, e.g. rescuing people (Allen et al. 2001) or mending a circuit
board (Smith et al. 1992), but there is of course a need for a browsing
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feature in these also, e.g. while the users are familiarizing themselves with
the domain of the system. Information browsing is the obvious application
for explorative dialogues. Bickmore and Cassel (2000) argued for the use of
small talk in their REA system in order to “grease the wheels of task talk”. It
would also be natural to use an information browsing system to perform a
certain task, e.g. allowing a user of the AdApt system to contact the seller of
a specific apartment in order to place a bid on it.
Table 1. A list of application types, examples of systems, the importance of
supporting different types of goals, and the value of an embodied agent.
Type of application

Example Systems

Voice-controlled
devices

Put-That-There (Bolt 80)
VODIS (Westphal & Weibel 99)
D’homme (Rayner et al. 01)

Transactional
Systems

Telia/SRI travel system (Boye et al. 99)
CTT-bank (Melin et al. 01)
SmartKom (Wahlster et al. 01)

Information
Retrieval

Sundial (Peckham 1991)
Voyager (Zue et al. 91)
Waxholm (Blomberg et al. 93)
Philips Train timetable (Aust et al. 95)
PADIS (Kellner et al. 96)
Galaxy (Seneff et al. 98),
Arise (Lamel et al. 98)
MIMIC (Chu-Carroll 00)

Problem Solving

Circuit Fix It shop (Smith et al. 92)
Trains (Allen et al. 95),
Trips (Allen et al. 01)
Larri (Bohus & Rudnicky 02)

Information
Browsing

REA (Cassell et al. 99)
AdApt (Gustafson et al.00)
Nokia TV Guide(Ibrahim et al. 01)

Tutoring system

PPP persona (Rist et al. 97)
Collagen (Rich et al. 01)
Steve goes to Bosnia (Traum & Rickel 01)

Educational
system

Herman the Bug (Lester & Stone 97)
Baldie (Cole et al. 99)
Cosmo (Lester et al. 99)
Steve (Johnson et al. 00)

Persona/Guide at
Exhibition/Museum

August (Gustafson & Bell 00)
I SEE (Oviatt 00)
Mack (Cassell et al. 02)
Pixie (Gustafson & Sjölander 02)

Entertainment,
Computer Game

Seaman (Sega 00)
Hey, you, Pikachu! (Nintendo 99)
NICE (www.niceproject.com 02)

TaskContext- Embodied
Explorative
oriented
oriented
Agent
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Both tutoring and educational dialogues are primarily explorative, but they
have the overall goal of teaching somebody something, maybe to improve a
student’s performance in a subsequent written assignment. An embodied
character with a personality that can engage in context-oriented dialogues
might make the learning experience more engaging, thus improving the
learning effect (Dehn and van Mulken 2000).
The last two application types are the most context-oriented. Initially
the users will try to get to know the animated characters. Then they will
explore and use the agent’s capabilities, e.g. telling it to do things in a game
or asking it questions about an exhibition. An embodied character in an
exhibition could also be used to perform tasks, such as ordering tickets for
certain events, and the players of dialogue games might have the overall
goal of solving the game.
This chapter has described the parts needed to build multimodal
spoken dialogue systems, and has outlined some guidelines on how to build
them. The importance of studying the way humans interact with other
humans as well as with computers has been stressed. Lastly, a taxonomy of
dialogue goals was presented and discussed. The next chapter will describe
five spoken dialogue systems that have been developed as part of the
current thesis.

 
!#"#$%&'
The work described in this thesis was carried out at the Department of
Speech Music and Hearing (TMH) at KTH between 1992 and 2000, and at
Telia Research between 2000 and 2002. TMH has a long-standing tradition
as one of the world's leading speech research departments. The pioneering
work of Fant, Lindblom, Öhman and others in the fields of speech
production and perception (Jakobson, Fant and Halle 1952, Fant 1960,
Lindblom 1963, Öhman 1966), was later applied in work on speech
synthesis and recognition (Fant 1953, Liljencrants 1967, Carlson and
Granströ m 1976, Blomberg and Elenius 1978). Since 1992, the department
has also worked in the dialogue field, building spoken dialogue systems.
Many of these systems have used an animated talking head as a dialogue
partner for its users. The spoken dialogue systems that will be described in
this thesis are shown in Figure 7. Their chronology is indicated by the
timeline: The Waxholm system was developed from 1992 to 1995, Gulan
from 1997 to 1998, August in 1998, AdApt from 2000 to 2002 and finally
the Pixie system that was developed at Telia Research in 2002.
This chapter introduces these systems briefly and gives an overview of
some of the features of the systems that might have influenced the dialogue
corpora collected. All systems have used spoken Swedish as input and
output, and all dialogue examples below have been translated into English.

Info-seeking

Education

Public Agent Info-browsing Home Control

Figure 7. The spoken dialogue systems presented in this thesis.
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This section will give a short overview of the five dialogue systems, as well as
some example dialogues that will give an idea of their functionalities.

  !"$#

Waxholm was a spoken dialogue system for retrieving information about the
ferryboat services in the Stockholm archipelago (Blomberg et al. 1993). The
system also had some information about facilities like hotels and
restaurants on the islands. The system could be used to find information,
not to carry out the actual bookings or provide further tourist information.
The system featured a graphical interface with an animated talking head
and a picture that visualized the system’s domain (Bertenstam et al. 1995).
Textual information was presented by placing tables by the icons depicting
the corresponding facilities, as in Figure 8, where the table with available
hotels is below the picture of the hotel, while the timetable is shown below
the boat. Information provided by the user was also displayed at different
places, the recognized destination was shown on the island and the
recognized departure on the jetty.

Simple icons of the facilities on the
islands that indicate where related
information tables will be displayed

Time tables with the names
of the boats and their
departure and arrival times

Figure 8. The Waxholm user interface.

The animated agent turns his head
to the part of the screen where the
information referred to is displayed

The information that the user
has given is shown at certain
places in the interface
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The Waxholm project was initiated in 1992 as a research effort for building
spoken dialogue systems. In this project, new dialogue management and
parsing modules were developed and combined with TMH’s existing speech
synthesis and recognition. The goal was to acquire knowledge on how to
develop the natural language modules and the other system modules
needed to build spoken dialogue systems (Carlson 1996). Another important
purpose was to collect spoken dialogue data. The fully automated Waxholm
system has not been used in any extensive users studies. These were
instead carried out during the iterative development of the system. The WOZ
version was used to collect dialogues from 66 subjects. Before interacting
with the system, the subjects of the WOZ experiment were given written
scenarios, but these turned out to influence the subjects. Some of the
subjects reused large parts of the written scenarios when they approached
the system. An example of this can be seen in Figure 9.
Scenario 2:
You would like to take a trip out into the archipelago during the weekend. Because you’d like to
have a comfortable stay, you want to stay at a hotel. You quit work at 3:00 pm on Friday and start
work again at 10:00 on Monday. Find out where you can stay and when you can travel.
The user’s first utterance:
”I want to go out into the archipelago during weekend EEH and stay at a hotel, when, where is it
possible EEH to stay”
Figure 9. Example of priming from the written scenarios in Waxholm.
The users were also influenced by the wording of the verbal output of the
system. This phenomenon was further investigated in the study that is
presented in Paper II of this thesis. In this study users had to answer
questions about their holiday plans. The system used one of two verbs in its
questions. The subjects reused the verb in their answers in 51% of the
cases while they used another verb with the same or almost the same
meaning in only 4% of the cases (in the rest of the cases they did not use
any verb at all in the answer or did not even answer the question).
Another problem was that the users often did not understand what the
system was looking for. The system did not use verbal confirmation in each
turn since it would make the dialogues slow and unnatural. To overcome
the priming problem and to be able to give the users feedback on what the
system had understood so far, a graphical representation of the system
domain was added (Bertenstam et al. 1995). The domain can be viewed as a
microcosm consisting of harbours with facilities and boats that can take
you between them, see Figure 8. Instead of the written scenario the
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animated talking head gave a verbal introduction to the system while the
system highlighted the relevant parts of the graphical interface, as can bee
seen in Figure 10.
Welcome to the Waxholm project. The microcosm you are about to explore is the Stockholm
archipelago. What you see on the screen is a graphical representation of the objects in this world.
There are 224 ports and a number of Waxholm boats. The ports have:
Restaurants, /shows a photograph of a restaurant where the restaurant table will be shown/
Campings sites, /shows a photograph of a tent where the camping table will be shown/
Hotels and
/shows a photograph of a hotel where the hotel table will be shown/
Youth hostels
/shows a photograph of a hostel where the hostel table will be shown/
You can also use maps of the archipelago
Figure 10. The verbal introduction that the talking head gave while the
pictorial introduction was shown in the GUI.
The idea of the pictorial introduction was to give the users a hint of what
kinds of things they could ask about and also to remind them of this later
on in the dialogue. Another purpose was to be able to continuously
feedback the information that the system had obtained from the processing
of the users’ utterances, such as place of departure, day of travelling and so
on. The interface was also meant to give a graphical view of the knowledge
the subjects had secured so far, in the form of listings of hotels, etc.
The nature of the domain, with boats cruising in the Stockholm
archipelago - sometimes returning to the same harbour on the same trip,
made the backend system a bit complicated (Gustafson 1992). Another
feature of the domain was the hierarchal structure, were harbours were
located on islands. As an example of problems resulting from the hierarchal
structure, Stockholm was regarded as an island by the system, but probably
as a harbour by the users. This solution was chosen because it could not be
expected of the users to know which of the three harbours in Stockholm
they had to go from in order to be able to get to their destination. Dialogue 1
below shows an example of when this led to confusing system output. It is a
user interacting with an early version of the WOZ system, where the notion
of return-trip had not been implemented yet. Since all harbours in
Stockholm were considered when the users asked for Stockholm, the
system in this example tries to find a trip between any of its harbours.
However, the subject identifies this problem and corrects it at the same time
as he specifies on what day he wants to return.
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SUBJECT

SYSTEM (Waxholm)

Er I have a question

I don’t understand

Where is Lådna?

Lådna is located on this map

Er how long does it take to
go there

From where do you want to depart?

From Stockholm

Where do you want to go?

To Lådna

Which weekday do you want to travel?

On Friday

There are many boats that go from Stockholm to Lådna on a
Friday, what time do you want to go?

Well... in the afternoon

This is a timetable of the boats that go from Stockholm to
Lådna on a Friday after 12 o’clock am and before 6 o’clock
pm .

Are there no boats later at
night?

This is a timetable of the boats that go from Stockholm to
Lådna on a Friday after 5 o’clock and before 12 o’clock.

If I want to go back to
Stockholm later on?

There are no boats that go from Stockholm to Stockholm on
a Friday after 5 o’clock and before 12 o’clock.

From Lådna on the
Saturday?

This is a timetable of the boats that go from Lådna to
Stockholm on a Saturday after 5 o’clock and before 12
o’clock.

Dialogue 1. A dialogue example from the Waxholm WOZ corpus. The subjects
were given the following written scenario: “You are visiting friends who have
a summer cottage on Lådna. Your task is to locate Lådna and then find out
how to get there. Please start by pushing the button.”
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The Gulan educational system was a modular dialogue system which
students could reconfigure interactively whilse running it. The students got
a simple dialogue system where they could search the web-based version of
the Swedish Yellow Pages. The system presented information both verbally
(with an optional talking head) and graphically on a map and in a text table.
The student could inspect and change the different modules of the spoken
dialogue system. The purpose of the lab assignment was to stimulate the
students to think about the possibilities, limitations and some practical
problems of task-oriented spoken dialogue systems in the information
retrieval domain. The system was developed at KTH (Sjö lander and
Gustafson 1997). A new dialogue manager for Gulan was developed by
NLPLAB at Linkö ping University in a joint project (Gustafson et al. 1998).
Gulan has been used in a number of speech technology courses at five
different universities in Sweden. The system has also been demonstrated
live at a number of workshops.
The system overview window is shown to the left in Figure 11. The
students could access the different dialogue modules by pressing the
buttons at the bottom of the screen.

Figure 11. The Gulan interface, where the overview window is shown.
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Gulan has been used in lab assignments where students were given a
version of the system which had some basic functionality that they could
extend. They were told to first try the system for a while, then later to
extend the lexicon with more words, add new items, e.g. book stores, from
the yellow pages database and finally add new dialogue management rules.
The lexicon module was the most central one, where the students would
make many of their changes and additions. It was used by the recognizer,
the keyword spotting module, the dialogue manager and the speech
synthesizer. The lexicon had five fields: orthography, transcription(s),
semantic class, semantic sub-class and a class/instance tag that was used
by the dialogue manager.
In the recognition module the students could generate a new
recognition lexicon that they could use on a previously recorded utterance
or interactively by pressing the push-to-talk button and producing a new
utterance. Some of the pruning parameters could be changed during
runtime. The students could generate a ten-best list and get information
about the CPU-time it took to generate it. They could try different settings to
see for themselves how different pruning parameters influence the speed
and quality of the speech recognition. They could also visualize the speech
file with f0-contours and spectrograms, which made it possible see how
different ways of speaking and background noise influence the recognition
rates.
The dialogue manager module,
which is a simplified version of the
LINLIN dialogue manager (Jö nsson
1997), was implemented by Patrik
Elmberg (Gustafson et al. 1998).
The students could change the
dialogue rules and the focus
handling strategy as well as
inspect the dialogue history tree by
going to the dialogue history
window shown in Figure 12.
Figure 12. The dialogue history window
of the Gulan system.
Gulan has been used in courses at five different departments since 1997. In
1998 it was used by a total number of 150 students. The learning effect of
the dialogue component of Gulan has been evaluated by Qvarfordt and
Jö nsson (1999).
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The August system was a conversational spoken dialogue system featuring
an animated agent called August, whose persona was inspired by August
Strindberg, the famous Swedish 19th century author (Gustafson et al. 1999).
The August project was initiated as a way to promote speech technology and
KTH in connection with Stockholm being the Cultural Capital of Europe in
1998. The spoken dialogue system as well as the animated character were
developed during the first half of 1998 and the system was available for the
general public at the Culture Center in Stockholm, daily from August 1998 to
March 1999, see Figure 13.

The thought-balloon is used to
give hints to the user on what to say
or to give additional information
The flat screen is used
to display information
in a table and on a map

The microphone in
the metal box is a
directional Sennheiser

The mouse buttons are
used to initiate the sound
recording for the recognizer

Figure 13. The August display case at the Cultural Center in Stockholm.
The research purpose of the project was to expose speech technology to the
general public, and in this way get practical experience from moving a
research system outside the lab environment, and at the same time collect
data on how people might interact with animated agents. August could
answer questions covering a number of topics, for example giving the
location of restaurants in Stockholm, sharing facts about the author August
Strindberg or exchange social utterances. The dialogues can be considered
as quite shallow since the system primarily answered questions and only
occasionally initiated one-level clarification sub-dialogues. This meant that
the dialogues were user driven, which of course influenced the dialogue
data collected.
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August was a spoken dialogue system with multiple domains. The first
issue that had to be handled was how the system should communicate
which domains it could handle, without explicitly asking the users to ask
certain questions. To make it possible to give hints on topics of
conversation, a thought balloon was added. If the user asked August
something that he did not understand August would state that he did not
understand, while at the same time indicate that he was ‘thinking’ by
displaying Why don’t they ask me about Strindberg? as text in the thought
balloon. The users would also ask August what they could talk about, see
Dialogue 2. As can be seen August would in these cases tell the users about
the things he could talk about.

USER (Child)
What do you know?
What can I ask you?
Yes!
What is your name?
What is the name of the Swedish king
What can I ask about then?
How many restaurants are there in
Stockholm?
What restaurants are there on
Hornsgatan?

SYSTEM (August)
I can tell you almost anything.
Do I seem confused?
I did not understand that!
I did not understand that!
I can’t tell you about such things!
I know where to find restaurants in Stockholm
I did not understand that!
The information you asked for is shown on this
map /shows a map on the second screen where
the found restaurants are displayed/

Dialogue 2. An example from the August corpus.
The initial idea was that the different domains should have different kinds
of dialogue managers, but due to limited time and resources all different
domains used the same dialogue manager, but with different domain
specific knowledge bases. However, this separation facilitated structuring
the knowledge in each domain and it also made it easier to add or delete
domains. The dialogue manager was quite rudimentary since it only
handled question–answer dialogues with a single level of clarification
questions, e.g. Where can I find restaurants? – You have to specify a street
for me to be able to help you. The system used machine learning to do
domain prediction, semantic analysis and to filter out implausible
hypotheses from the speech recognizer (Lindberg and Gustafson 2000). This
method was used to facilitate rapid prototyping and simplify an extension of
the system according to the collected user interaction.
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One of the lessons learned from the August project was the difficulty of
handling speech input in public spaces, with tough acoustic conditions. The
August system was exhibited in a public space with a stone floor, glass
walls, and background noise from other equipment and visitors constantly
passing by. Because of the acoustic conditions it was necessary to use a
push-to-talk solution for speech input, instead of using speech detection.
The simplest microphone solution would have been to use a headset, but
this was considered too vulnerable in a publicly available system. Instead, a
number of ways to mount a microphone out of reach from the users were
considered (Gustafson et al. 1999). An initial idea was to use an acoustical
lens in the form of a large balloon, filled with CO2 .The speaker would then
stand in front of the balloon and the microphone would be placed at the
focal point at the other side. This did not work well because the sphere had
poorly defined focal points and insufficient effect at low frequencies. A
second trial was to build a large segment of an ellipsoid reflector, where the
focal points were located at the speaker position and 1 m above,
respectively. Again, the basic problem was that the size of this reflector was
too small to have an appreciable effect below about 1 kHz. Getting sharp
enough focussing would require a bigger reflector than was possible to set
up. The solution finally selected was to use a directional microphone,
secured in a metal grid box, into which the speaker could talk at short
distance. The box introduced some deterioration of the sound but this did
not affect the recognition significantly.
August used facial gestures for a number of purposes in the dialogue
(Lundeberg and Beskow 1999). He would typically raise his eyebrows early
in the sentence followed by a small nod, and he would mark focal words and
stressed syllables with eyebrow movements. To enhance the perceived
reactivity of the system, a set of listening gestures and thinking gestures
was used. When the user pressed the push-to-talk button, the agent
immediately started a randomly selected listening gesture, e.g. raising the
eyebrows. At the release of the push-to-talk button, the agent changed to a
randomly selected thinking gesture, e.g. looking away from the user. In
order to make the synthetic face appear less artificial, and to make the
agent appear to be aware of the user's actions the agent changed the
direction of the head and eyes according to the detected movements of an
approaching user. This was accomplished by using a desktop video camera
together with image analysis software (Ö hman 1999).
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The AdApt system was a multimodal spoken dialogue system in an
information-browsing domain. The users could get an overview of available
apartments in Stockholm by means of interaction with a virtual real-estate
agent (Gustafson et al. 2000). The practical goal of the project was to
develop a conversational dialogue system where the interface would be as
intuitive as possible and where the system would be multimodal both in the
input and the output channels. The users could for example refer to
apartments verbally or graphically by selecting them on an interactive map.
One of the research goals of the project was to study how people interact
multimodally, and how the design of the system output would influence the
users’ input behavior. Another goal was to see what the system
requirements are on a spoken dialogue system that can handle multimodal
and conversational input. The system was also developed to make it
possible to experiment with different ways of using an animated character
in the dialogue, e.g. to handle turn-taking using appropriate gazing and
head movements. The system was developed in two phases. A WOZ version
of the system was developed in the spring of 2000 and multimodal dialogue
data from 32 subjects was collected. The data was then analyzed and used
in the development of the fully automated version of the system that was
completed in March 2001. The system has been further developed in 2002
and the final system is shown in Figure 14.
Pane 1 - the map overview

Pane 3 - the interactive map with
colored dots for found apartments
or icons for all secured constraints

Pane 2 – Constraint icons for the last turn

Pane 4 - the animated agent that
uses his gaze for turn-taking and
to direct the attention to the map

Figure 14. The AdApt user interface.
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The users of the AdApt system could interact with the animated agent
Urban to browse apartments available in Stockholm. To simplify the
browsing the system used reference handling that allowed the users to keep
either the object or the question from the previous turn when asking the
system a new question. This made it possible for the users to ask a number
of questions about a certain apartment without having to explicitly refer to
it in each turn, see for example Dialogue 3.
USER
Available one room apartments on södermalm
1.200.000

SYSTEM (AdApt)
How much are you willing to pay?
Is there anything special you would like your
apartment to have
No
There are 7 such apartments, these are
shown on the map
Bellmansgatan 32
NON-CLOSING GESTURE
The apart-(cut-off)
NON-CLOSING GESTURE
How much does the apartment on Bellmansgatan 32 The black apartment costs 890000 crowns
cost?
How many square meters?
The black apartment is 37 square meters
Which floor?
The black apartment is on the fourth floor
How many rooms?
The black apartment has one room
How many square meters is the yellow apartment?
The yellow apartment is 40 square meters
How much does it cost?
The yellow apartment costs 895000 crowns
Which floor is it on?
The yellow apartment is on the first floor
How many rooms?
The yellow apartment has one room
How much does the apartment on Bastugatan 57 cost? The green apartment costs 950000 crowns
How many square meters is the blue apartment?
The blue apartment is 32 square meters
How much does the red apartment cost?
The red apartment costs 750000 crowns
How many square meters?
The red apartment is 44 square meters
Dialogue 3. An example with a user that interacts with the fully automated
AdApt system to get information about some apartments.

The users could also keep the topic from the previous question. If the
system had provided information about a specific apartment in the previous
turn, a reference to an apartment was then considered as an elliptic query
to get the same information for the apartment newly referred to, e.g. How
much does the blue one cost? – Two million! – The red one? – One million!.
However, in cases where the system had introduced a number of
apartments in the previous turn the system would not regard a reference as
a complete turn. The AdApt system used a method described in Paper VIII to
decide whether the user’s utterance was complete in the current discourse.
This method used syntactic cues as well as information from the dialogue
manager on what types of utterances should be considered complete in this
dialogue context.
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The AdApt system used facial gestures for turn-taking, some of which are
shown in Figure 15. If an utterance was considered incomplete the
animated agent would display the continued attention gesture. If the user
had not continued within four seconds the system would timeout and try to
interpret the utterance fragment anyway, probably asking a clarification
question. In cases where the input was considered complete the agent
would make the turn-taking gesture while generating the answer, and then
look towards the user again while speaking. After finishing speaking the
agent would indicate that his attention was on what the user might say
next.
Speech detected

Non-closing

Timeout

Continued attention
Answer prepared

Attention

Talking

End-of-speech detection
Closing

Preparing answer
Utterance finished

Figure 15. Turn handling gestures in the AdApt system.
Another way of indicating that the system had understood a turn was to
show icons that represented the constraints in the users last utterances
that the system had been able to understand. This was chosen instead of
verbal feedback to make the interaction faster and to make it easier for the
user to detect and correct misunderstandings. To make browsing the
information easier, the user also got an overview of all constraints the
system had understood so far in the dialogue, thus making it possible to
remove or change previously given constraints. This constraint visualization
is described in Paper IX.
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The AdApt system referred to the found apartments by the color of the dot
that indicated their position on the interactive map. A study was performed
where the users also interacted with a system that used deictic references,
e.g. highlighting an icon while saying This one costs two million. This WOZ
experiment showed that it was easier to prime the users to refer to
apartments by their colors than to influence them to use deictic expressions
(Bell et al. 2000). Since it is easier to recognize seven colors than seven
hundred street names the initial version of the fully automated AdApt
system used colors when referring to apartments, see Dialogue 4.

USER (fp08)
SYSTEM (Urban)
I am looking for an apartment in the center of How many rooms would you like to have?
Stockholm
I would like to have two rooms and a kitchen
How much can the apartment cost?
Four million
Where should the apartment be located?
In Vasastan
Is there anything special you would like your
apartment to have
Parquet floor
There are 7 such apartments, shown on the
map
I am interested in the apartment at Roslagsgatan NON-CLOSING GESTURE
I want information about the apartment on NON-CLOSING GESTURE
Rödabergsgatan
How much does the apartment on Frejgatan The pink apartment costs 1695000 crowns
cost
How much does the ‘rose’ apartment cost
The pink apartment costs 1695000 crowns
How much does the black apartment cost
The black apartment costs 1695000 crowns
How much does the white apartment cost
The white apartment costs 1195000 crowns
Does it have an open stove?
Yes the apartment has an open stove
How old is the house?
The white apartment was built in 1884
Dialogue 4. A user that is primed to use colors while referring.
This dialogue is taken from a study where 26 users interacted with the first
version of the fully automated AdApt system (Edlund et al. 2002). This
corpus shows the same priming effect that was found in the earlier WOZ
study. The user in this example realized that the system had difficulties in
recognizing street names, and immediately picks up the way of referring
that the system uses. The verbal priming can be shown more clearly by
looking at all referring expressions produced by all users. Figure 16 shows
how all users referred to apartments in their first forty references. In the first
ten references the users did not have a preferred way of referencing that they
used more often. The share of elliptic questions like What is the price? or
questions with pronouns like Does it have a bathtub? does not seem to
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Percentage of all references

change during the course of the dialogues. The system referred to the
apartments by color in all its answers, which might explain why the share of
color references increases at the expense of the references using the address
or other constructions.

100%

260

234

205

161

75%

other
color
address
pronoun or ellipse

50%
25%
0%
1-10

11-20

21-30

31-40

References in groups of ten

Figure 16. The priming effect from the system’s use of color references.
Each bar represents the references from all users. The total numbers of all
references in each group of ten are given at the top of the picture.
Another priming effect was found when analyzing the very first utterances
from the subjects in the AdApt WOZ experiments and the AdApt user test,
respectively. In the WOZ study the subjects were given pictorial scenarios
with about four constraints each that they should specify, where the
numerical constrains could be an interval like 2– 3 rooms or built between
the years 1890– 1920. The users in the test of the initial version of the fully
automated system on the other hand were only asked to look for an
apartment. The first utterance from the subjects in the WOZ corpus was on
average 10,4 words long, while it was only on average 5,7 words long for the
users in the system corpus. They had exactly the same interface and the
same overall task, the only difference being that the WOZ subjects were
given some suggestions on what to look for in the pictorial scenarios. Both
groups specified about one constraint in their first utterance. However, the
WOZ subjects were primed by their pictorial scenarios to provide multiple
values for the constraints. They often said things like Hi I’m interested in a
two or three room apartment on Södermalm or Gamla Stan .. it should
preferably be built before 1920 maybe as early as 1790. Somewhere in
between. This behavior was not found at all in the dialogues collected with
the initial AdApt system, where the users were not given any suggestions on
what to look for. These users would instead provide one constraint value per
slot and ask about the found apartments, and then change the constraint to
get new sets of apartments to investigate.
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Pixie is an animated agent with whom visitors can talk at the
Telecommunication museum in Stockholm. The system is placed in a
permanent exhibition called “Tä nk Om” (“What If”) that opened in January
2002. The exhibition consists of a full-scale future apartment, aimed at
showing what such a home might look like in the year 2010. Among other
things the visitors can interact with Pixie, who is shown in Figure 17. Pixie
is there to show the potential of embodied speech interfaces, and how they
could be used in the future to control devices in the home and to retrieve
information. The visitors are asked to either assist Pixie in performing
certain tasks in the apartment or to ask Pixie general questions about
herself or the exhibition. The users can also ask Pixie to change the lighting
in the apartment.
The microphone icon is shown
when Pixie listens again after
she has finished speaking
The animated agent Pixie
showing the users that she
can dance if they ask her to

When the users
arrives at a screen
Pixie flies by and this
icon tells them to
insert their smart card

Figure 17. The Pixie graphical interface.
Visitors enter the exhibition in groups of up to 25. There are twelve
computer screens that have been built into walls and tables in the
apartment, through which Pixie flies as long as nobody is interacting with
her. The users have to register before entering the exhibition, providing
some basic information about themselves, such as gender and age. The
users get the attention of Pixie by inserting a smart card into a slot besides
the screen. This makes it possible for the distributed system to load
information from the central server about the current user, such as what
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they have done at the previous screens along with some personal
information. The information about the age of the visitor is used to make it
possible to transform children’s voices, with regard to their frequency
distribution, before sending them to a black-box speech recognizer, thus
improving the performance (Gustafson and Sjö lander 2002).
The users interact with Pixie in different parts of the apartment, see Figure
18. As can be seen these terminals sometimes are very close to each other,
which of course makes the acoustic environment problematic.

Figure 18. Some users interacting with Pixie at the different terminals.
Each terminal has its own list of possible dialogues that it can initiate.
Some of the dialogues are only possible at certain places, while others can
be initiated from any terminal. The bedroom is for example the only place
where the users can change between different lighting settings. Pixie will
initiate the following system directed dialogue the first time any of the users
insert their card in the bedroom, see Dialogue 5.

USER
/user inserts card/
Disco lighting!
The default lighting of the Ström
family!
Cozy lighting
Turn on k9 (the robot dog)
Can you do anything else except
the lighting?
Sing me a song!

SYSTEM (Pixie)
Do you want to help me to prepare for the party tonight,
maybe by changing the lighting to something more
entertaining?
Here are some exciting variants: cozy lighting, night
lighting, reading light, the default lighting of the Ström
family or no lighting.
The default lighting has been activated, I know how the
Ström family want things. Do you want another lighting?
The cozy lighting is activated. Do you want another
lighting?
Now I don’t understand a thing!
The lighting is turned off!

Dialogue 5. An example from the Lighting scenario in the Pixie system.
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There are a number of small task-oriented dialogues that can be initiated at
any terminal. In these dialogues Pixie will describe her problem to the user
and ask them for advice on what to do. The dialogues are system directed
and look something like the one in Dialogue 6.

USER
/User inserts card/
Yes

SYSTEM (Pixie)
Do you want to help Peter in his preparations for dinner tonight?
I know Nancy’s absolute favorite dishes. Do you want me to tell
you?
/Silence for 5 seconds/ hi
Please help out, Peter would really appreciate it!
Okay, but only because you Here are Nancy’s favorite dishes: Sushi and Bangalian stew.
are so cute!
Help Peter to choose one of these dishes.
Sushi
Peter is allergic to shellfish. Should I order one of the sushis
without shellfish?
Yes do that, its quite alright Sorry?
/7 seconds of silence/ Hello I did not quite get that, I’ll repeat the question: Should I order …
Yes!
Okay, I’ll send the order and then help Peter to prepare dinner.
Thank you for your assistance.
Dialogue 6. An example from the task of helping Pixie to prepare a dinner.
After one or two such system directed dialogues Pixie will invite the users to
ask questions about Pixie herself or the exhibition she inhabits. This results
in system directed dialogues where the users can either ask questions or
turn on and off devices like lamps. A typical dialogue might look something
like Dialogue 7.

USER
Do you know how to cook?

SYSTEM (Pixie)
You look like the tastiest thing in here. Now I 'm coming to
gobble you up, hee hee!

What do you know about You are the best, right?
me?
How old am I?
How old am I

Sorry, I did not quite catch that!
Let me think, when was I activated, it must have been in
December 2001, but I think I am a bit smarter than a newborn!

What is my name?

You are the best, right?

Do you have a family?

I was created by a bunch of researchers at Telia Research, but
my family is of course the Strö m family…

Dialogue 7. An example of the user directed dialogues about Pixie and the
‘Tänk Om’-exhibition.
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Initially, the turn handling was a problematic issue in the Pixie system. Due
to time lags in network communication, Pixie did not listen until she had
finished talking, sometimes with a lag of a little less than a second. This
sometimes resulted in the initial part of the user utterances being cut-off.
To solve this a listening icon with a microphone was added to indicate when
the users could talk. This reduced the average number of too early
utterances from about 12% to about 3% .
Wooffitt and MacDermid (1995) describe a simulated spoken dialogue
system that used a turn-giving beep to signal that the system gave over the
turn to the user. They found that the users talked before the beep more
often when the system had failed to handle the previous utterance. The
same tendency is found in the Pixie system, where the turn-giving icon is
used instead of a beep. As was concluded earlier, the turn-taking icon
reduces the number of too early utterances considerably. In problematic
discourses users talk too early more frequently. Figure 19 shows that even
with the icon people will start talking too early twice as often if the previous
system turn was problematic, than if it was correctly handled by the
system. A problematic turn would be if Pixie gave the wrong answer or
stated that she did not understand the previous user utterance due to a
rejection by the speech regognizer. Wooffitt and MacDermid argue that this
phenomenon could be explained by the structural properties of repair in
conversation (Schegloff et al. 1977). Repairs in human– human dialogues are
mostly initiated within the same turn as the problem or immediately at the
next transition relevance point (Schegloff et al. 1974). The other speaker will
try to position the repair as closely as possible to the error. In cases where
the spoken dialogue system fails to correctly handle a turn the users will
initiate error recovery as soon as possible, overriding any instructions to
wait for the system’s turn-giving signal.

Percentage too
early utterances

[%]
previous correct
previous wrong/rejected

10

5

0

no icon

icon

Figure 19. The percentage of too early utterances depending on whether or
not the previous utterance was handled correctly.
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In the dialogue systems described in this chapter, slightly different
architectures were used, depending on the requirements of each new
system. It has proven quite useful to change both domain and setting of the
dialogue systems, since it has forced the system architecture to be
reconsidered. Real-time spoken dialogue systems require fast computers
with a lot of memory1. This means that the design choices are dependent on
the capabilities of the computers that are available at the time of
development. It is not until the last couple years that it has been possible to
build advanced real-time spoken dialogue systems.
The programming languages available are another influential factor.
When Waxholm was developed in 1992 all modules were written in C. The
communication between the modules was achieved by developing a Clibrary for message handling. Since 1996 the scripting language Tcl/Tk,
which simplifies the development of graphical interfaces, has also been used
at TMH. Its embedded nature makes it easy to add speech technology
specific extensions, e.g. for audiovisual speech synthesis (Beskow 1997),
speech recognition (Strö m 1997) and audio handling (Sjö lander 1997).
Another useful feature is its plug-in capabilities for web browsers, which
made it easier to introduce Gulan into courses at other universities (Carlson
et al. 1998).
The development of 3D graphic cards has also been dramatic over the
last ten years. When the August system was developed the 3D animation
capabilities of PCs were not good enough to render a high-quality lipsynchronized talking head2. To be able to get a responsive and smoothly
animated August system the talking head module had to be run on a
separate computer with better animation capabilities, while the rest of the
dialogue modules were run on a PC with Linux. To simplify the
implementation of this distributed system, a Broker architecture for
communication between clients and servers was developed (Lewin 1998). In
AdApt, all messages between modules were encoded in XML, in order to
make it easier to handle multimodal messages (Beskow et al. Forthcoming).
These and other architecture related decisions are listed in Table 2. The
table is also supposed to show the new demands each system had on the
system architecture, in addition to the demands of earlier systems.

1 According to Moore’s Law the speed and memory are doubled every eighteen months (Moore
1965, 1997). In 1992 a PC would run at a speed of about 30 MHz with a memory of 16 Mb,
while PCs in 2002 run at a speed of 2.8 GHz with a possibility of 1.5 Gb of memory.
2 In 1998 a 3D graphics card on a PC could produce 10 frames per second, compared to 100
frames per second in 3D cards in 2002.
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Table 2. A list of architecture decisions in the different dialogue systems.
System

System Requirements

Added system architecture feature

Multiple modules: synthesis, ASR,
Parser, Dialogue Manager (DM),
GUI, as well as a group of
developers

Modularized architecture, which led to the development
of a message handling system. Each module could use
this system as a C-library that could be linked in during
compilation.

Developers at multiple locations

The dialogue modules were provided with Tclwrappers, which made them easier to use. The
application and its GUI were built using Tcl/Tk.

Users at multiple locations

By using the Tcl-plugin to Netscape it was possible to
build a web-based version of Gulan, which students
could use over the Internet.

System on multiple computers

A distributed architecture was developed, with a central
Broker that handled all the messages that registered
clients and servers wanted to send to each other.

System in public environment

All servers that registered with the Broker had to
provide information on how to restart them if they did
not respond.

System with multiple domains

An Input Manager and a domain predictor were used,
making it possible to have several different dialogue
managers for the different domains.

A system with multimodal output as
well as multimodal input.

An Input/Output Manager was used, which merged
input from different modalities into one message to the
DM and decomposed a multimodal output message to
the different output modules. Messages were encoded
in XML to simplify handling of multimodal commands.

Multiple graphical output modules
(Map, Agent and Icon handler) that
needed to get access to parts of
the same GUI.

A GUI manager was developed which provided a
common window with frames that it lent to the different
output modules.

The system used an open
microphone, which led to a lot of
fragmented user utterances.

The I/O Manager was responsible for sending only
those utterances that were complete to the DM,
incomplete utterances led to a facial expression of
continued attention. It also handled timing in the
system.

Multiple simultaneous
users,
multiple user terminals in a public
exhibition.

A central database was used where information about
the users was stored. Users had to register (providing
age and gender) before interacting with Pixie. The
database also stored what they did at each terminal (a
smart card was used to identify the users).

The system was used in an
exhibition that had thirty-minute
shows.

The communication had to be asynchronous to make it
possible for the exhibition manager to stop the
interaction or for the users to go to the next terminal.
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This thesis describes the development of spoken dialogue systems and
subsequent empirical user studies. The collected dialogue corpora are
influenced by a number of system features. This section tries to give an
overview of some of the features of the corpus collection systems that might
have influenced the human– computer interaction.
The behavior of the users is influenced by the type of domain, as well as
the way in which the users acquired their interaction goals, see Table 3.
Users of task-oriented dialogue systems have explicit goals with their
interaction. In the simulated information retrieval dialogues of Waxholm
and AdApt the goals were given in written or graphical scenarios. This made
it possible to assess if the users had succeeded or not. In the user study
with the fully automated AdApt system the users were only given the
general goal of browsing the available apartments (Edlund et al. 2002). In
the context-oriented dialogues with August and Pixie the users have no
other goals than interacting with the system and get to know more about
the agent or exhibition. This makes it hard to assess task success rates in
these dialogues.
Table 3. The domains of the systems and the origin of the users’ goals.

System

Domain

Domain type

User goals

Waxholm (woz)
August (sys)
AdApt (woz)
AdApt (sys)
Pixie (domain)
Pixie (social)

Information Retrieval
Persona at Exhibition
Information Retrieval
Information Browsing
Home control
Guide at Museum

Task-oriented
Context-oriented
Task-oriented
Exploring
Task-oriented
Context-oriented

Written scenario
Not any given
Pictorial scenario
Find an apartment
Help Pixie
Get to know Pixie

The systems’ capabilities to understand also influenced the user interaction,
and some of these features are listed in Table 4. If the system understands
everything, users will behave differently than if it understands very little,
since users tend to adapt their language to the understanding capabilities of
the dialogue partner. The fully automated systems August and Pixie had
limited understanding capabilities, which resulted in dialogues filled with
misunderstandings. However, these corpora are interesting for two reasons:
firstly they show what people would like to ask the system, secondly they
show how people change their way of speaking to make the system
understand them better when things go wrong. From a system development
perspective a fully developed system gives experiences that are hard to gain
in simulated settings. In the Waxholm simulations the understanding was
limited by the domain specific parser and the dialogue manager, while the
AdApt WOZ system simulated all parts of the input understanding.
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However, the human wizard in the AdApt WOZ study tried to understand
only utterances that were part of the domain and that were not too
syntactically complex. Furthermore, the wizard was limited in the output
generation by a fixed number of text templates.
Another relevant system feature is whether the user or the system
controls the course of the dialogue. The system driven Pixie dialogues might
for example be less interesting to study from a discourse perspective, than
the mixed initiative AdApt dialogues.
Table 4. Some system features of the corpus collection systems.
System

Understanding restrictions

Initiative

Turn handling

Waxholm
(woz)

Simulated ASR and a domain specific
parser

Mixed

Push-to-talk, text
button

August
(sys)

500 words ASR bigram grammar
semantic analyzer

User

Click-to-talk, facial
expressions

AdApt
(woz)
AdApt
(sys)
Pixie
(domain)

Simulated understanding and dialogue
management
3000 words statistical ASR grammar and
domain specific parser
Dynamic ASR grammar, average 280
states and 400 transitions

Pixie
(social)

Static ASR grammar, 1500 states and
2000 transitions

Mixed
Mixed
System
User

Speech detection,
facial expressions
Speech detection,
facial expressions
Speech detection,
microphone icon
Speech detection,
microphone icon

Furthermore, the turn-handling strategies used in the systems are very
important. In Waxholm and August the users had to push a button before
speaking while AdApt and Pixie used speech detection, thus allowing the
users to talk without having to push any buttons. This influenced the users’
ways of speaking, resulting in a large number of fragmented utterances in
the AdApt dialogues. The use of speech detection made turn-handling
harder in the AdApt and Pixie systems. In these systems both facial
expressions and graphical icons were used to simplify the turn-handling.
None of the systems used barge-in, because an intelligent barge-in must be
able to distinguish between turn-taking speech and backchanneling or selfdirected speech. To train such a module the users’ speech during system
output must be recorded, transcribed and analyzed. However, for practical
reasons the users’ speech during system output was not recorded in any of
the corpus collections, except for the user test on the fully automated AdApt
system, which was videotaped. These recordings show that some users
talked while the system was not listening. However, more empirical data is
needed to be able to build an intelligent barge-in module for AdApt.
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A number of dialogue corpora have been collected and transcribed. For each
corpus collection a simulated or fully automated dialogue system has been
developed, where the interactions have been logged and sound files have
been saved. Transcription tools have been developed using the Snack sound
toolkit (Sjö lander 1997). Each of these has been designed to simplify the
process of annotating certain features of the dialogue corpora and to make
it easy to listen to certain parts of the dialogues. An overview of the collected
and analyzed corpora is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. An overview of all dialogue corpora.

System

No. of users No. of utterances No. of words

No. of word types

Waxholm (WOZ)

68

1.912

10.829

694

August

2.500

10.058

41.330

2.968

Adapt (WOZ)

32

1.845

13.970

1.180

Adapt (SYS)

25

3.939

17.494

900

Pixie (domain)

1560

6.324

21.569

1.179

Pixie (social)

1346

11.259

22.480

1.491

As can be seen it has either been long and controlled dialogue collections
from a few subjects at the lab, or short and uncontrolled interactions from
thousands of users in public settings. Some features of the settings of the
data collection are shown in Table 6. Who the users are and why they
interact with the system might also be of interest. The Waxholm and AdApt
dialogue collections were conducted at KTH, where students, friends and
colleagues got a small reward for participating. The August and Pixie
systems were exhibited in publicly available places where anybody could
talk to them. Hence, the users of these systems are more representative of
the general public and the settings of the data collection were more realistic
than controlled laboratory settings. A problem with the August data is to
ascertain who the users were. This was solved in the Pixie system by
encouraging the users to register before they could interact with the system.
In both these systems it was hard to know what the users’ goals were and it
was not possible to interview the users afterwards as was done when
collecting the Waxholm and AdApt data.
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Table 6. Some facts about how the data was collected.
System

Place

Users/Subjects

Reward

System Introduction

Waxholm(woz)

Silent room at
KTH

students and
colleagues

T-shirt

Verbal from Wizard

August

Exhibition public
place

visitors general public

None

None

AdApt (woz)

Office at KTH

friends and colleagues

Cinema
tickets

Verbal from experiment
leader

AdApt (sys)

Office at KTH

friends and students

Cinema
tickets

Minimal

Pixie (domain)

Museum

visitors general public

Users paid

Movie, museum guide

Pixie (social)

Museum

visitors general public

Users paid

Movie, museum guide

In the Waxholm and AdApt simulations, the experimental leader gave the
subjects a short introduction to the system, and gave them the written
scenarios to be regarded as hints on what to look for. Further to this, the
experimental leaders told the subjects that they could interact for as long as
they liked and that they could say “thank you” or “goodbye” when they
wanted to finish. However, since the users of the AdApt system browsed the
available apartments it was hard for them to know when to finish, which
meant that the experiment leader had to enter the room after some time and
ask the subject to finish.
There were no experimental leaders or guides present that could
introduce the users of the August system to the system or its domains. It
was placed in an exhibition space with concurrent exhibitions, but these
were all unrelated to August. The users would often start the interaction by
asking personal questions about August. Bell and Gustafson (1999a)
investigated whether it was possible to make the users talk about the
different domains instead of merely socializing. Some of the system’s
utterances functioned as suggestions for possible topics of conversation. In
some cases these were triggered by mistakes due to recognition errors. The
effects of these mistakes were studied to see if the users followed these
hints even though they had been socializing with the system before they
occurred. The study showed that users often followed these hints and
started asking domain related questions.
Pixie, on the other hand was an integrated part of the future home in
the ‘Tä nk Om’-exhibition. The users were introduced to Pixie in a short
movie that all visitors saw before entering the exhibition. Furthermore,
there were guides present that told the users to how to interact with Pixie
and that asked them to help Pixie by talking to her. After engaging in a
number of system driven dialogues, Pixie encouraged the visitors to ask
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questions about herself or about the exhibition. The visitors often followed
these instructions, and asked questions about Pixie’s personal appearance
or interests, or questions about things they could see in the exhibition.
Users of the August system found it difficult to know what to say, which
led to a large number of out-of-domain questions like What is the capital of
Finland? and uncooperative dialogues in which the users tested the limits of
the system by asking questions like What is my name? The same type of
problematic utterances were also found in the Pixie dialogues with user
initiative, where both out-of-domain utterances like What is fifteen times
twenty? and uncooperative questions like How long is a train? were found.
However, as can be seen in Figure 20, these two categories of problematic
utterances were much more common in the August corpus than in the Pixie
corpus.
Percentage of all utterances

[%]
10

Pixie
August

8
6
4
2
0

Out-of-domain

Uncooperative

Figure 20. The number of problematic utterances in the August corpus and in
the Pixie corpus of dialogues where the users had the initiative.
It seems like the users of the Pixie system found it easier to understand
which the domains of the system were and they were less inclined to try to
trick the system. This can be explained by the fact that Pixie and her role in
the apartment was introduced in a movie, and that the museum guides
explained how the users should interact with her. The users did not have to
come up with something to say out of the blue, but could engage in
dialogues about Pixie’s abilities to change things in the apartment or to ask
her to inform them about items that could be found there. Such contextoriented dialogues are possible to handle if the embodied character is given
a natural role in its environment, and if users are introduced to the kinds of
tasks it can handle.
This concludes the overview of the five spoken dialogue systems and
some of the findings in the analyses of the collected dialogue corpora. The
next chapter will give a short introduction to the included papers, and some
examples of the findings they have reported on.
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This paper describes the spoken dialogue system Waxholm, the WOZ
experiments conducted with this system, the corpus of computer directed
dialogues collected in these experiments and analyses of these data. The
analyses include an extensive account of observed dialogue phenomena,
some basic linguistic analyses of the user utterances, as well as an analysis
of what the users said in different dialogue contexts. The paper also reports
on the performance of the system.
The author of this thesis was one of the two Wizards in the WOZ
simulations, and was involved in the dialogue design of the system, using
the graphical interface for the STINA dialogue manager developed by Rolf
Carlson (Carlson 1996). The author of this thesis performed the dialogue
analysis presented in the paper.
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This paper describes the WOZ experiments performed with a unimodal
spoken dialogue system in the travel domain and computerized
questionnaire about travel plans. The experiments investigated how the
systems verbal choices influenced the users’ verbal input. Users were found
to reuse the terms used by the system when answering system questions.
The experiments showed that people adapt their answers to the system
questions, by reusing the vocabulary and syntactic structures.
The author of this thesis designed the WOZ simulation environment and
analyzed the collected data.
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This paper contains a more detailed analysis of the strategies people used
when August had failed to handle their previous utterance. The paper
focuses on the phonetic realization of repeated utterances that had exactly
the same words as the original utterances. Features such as
hyperarticulation, inserted pauses and slower speaking rate were often
found in the repeated utterances. Adults tended to shift the primary focus
of the repeated utterances, while children often talked louder.
The author of this thesis developed the main parts of the August
system, and collaborated with the co-author on the data analysis and
corpus studies.
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This paper describes the multimodal spoken dialogue system August.
Furthermore, the August dialogue corpus is described and analyzed. In
particular, the paper discusses how the system design influenced the users’
behavior and how the users behaved during error resolution. Both identical
and non-identical repetitive sequences were analyzed, examining phonetic,
lexical and syntactic aspects of linguistic adaptation. In the non-identical
repetitions the most common change was the exchange of one lexical item
for another. When an utterance was repeated users tended to alternate a
specific feature, e.g. increased/decreased syntactic complexity. The paper
also presents an analysis of what the users talked about with August. The
corpus was tagged with utterance types that were supposed to reflect the
users’ intentions. In the August corpus about 40% of the utterances were
tagged as ‘socializing’.
The author of this thesis developed the main parts of the August
system, and collaborated with the co-author on the data analysis and
corpus studies.
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This paper describes the multimodal spoken dialogue system AdApt and the
design of a WOZ experiment that was aimed at studying the users’
multimodal behavior. The aim was to investigate how the system’s choice of
reference influenced the users’ verbal and graphical input to the system.
Two versions of the system were used, one which used verbal only
references and one that used multimodal references by shaking an icon
while saying This one has a balcony. The study showed that the subjects
were clearly influenced by the verbal references but less by the graphical.
However, several users said in the post-experiment interviews that they did
not quite understand what actions they were able to perform using mouse
input.
The author of this thesis both designed the WOZ experiments and
implemented the WOZ system in collaboration with other members of the
AdApt group. He was also responsible for the data collection together with
the first author.
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This paper examines feedback strategies in the AdApt WOZ corpus. The aim
of the study was to investigate how users express positive and negative
feedback to a dialogue system and to discuss the function of these
utterances in the dialogues. User feedback in the AdApt corpus was labeled
and analyzed, and its distribution in the dialogues is discussed. In the
AdApt WOZ corpus 18% of all utterances were labeled as containing
feedback. Feedback was often used to comment on the system’s answer
before asking the next question. Feedback was rarely provided in a turn of
its own, but sometimes there was a short pause between the feedback and
the next question. Only one subject avoided feedback altogether. The paper
also discusses whether it is possible to utilize user feedback in the process
of identifying errors in spoken dialogue systems.
The author of this thesis both designed the WOZ experiments and
implemented the WOZ system in collaboration with other members of the
AdApt group. The author collaborated with the co-author on the data
analysis and corpus studies.
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This paper describes an analysis of disfluency rates in the AdApt WOZ
corpus of multimodal interactions and in the Telia Research Travel system
corpus of unimodal interactions. The aim of the paper is to analyze and
discuss the effects of modality, task and interface design on the distribution
and frequency of disfluencies in these two corpora. The unimodal corpus
was found to contain more disfluencies. A reason for this might be that the
unimodal system used a very open greeting utterance and allowed the users
to say very long and complex utterances. This made the user utterances
longer during the entire unimodal dialogues, which partly explains the
higher number of disfluencies in this corpus.
The author of this thesis both designed the multimodal WOZ
experiments and implemented that WOZ system in collaboration with other
members of the AdApt group. He performed the dialogue analysis of both
the travel and the AdApt corpora together with the first author.
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This paper investigates the problem of turn-handling in the AdApt system.
The AdApt WOZ corpus contained a large number of fragmented user
utterances, and it was difficult for the system to decide when an utterance
had ended. The paper proposes a method of using syntax and discourse to
handle fragmented utterances and describes how it was implemented in the
AdApt System.
The author of this thesis both designed the WOZ experiments and
implemented the WOZ system in collaboration with other members of the
AdApt group. He performed the analysis of the fragmented utterances
together with the first author. He was responsible for adding the I/O
handler that would handle fragmented utterances. This was incorporated
into the AdApt system in collaboration with the second author.
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This paper describes how the fully implemented AdApt system was
developed and reports on some findings in the early user studies. It focuses
especially on the problems the users had in understanding and influencing
the way their input was processed by the system. The paper suggests that
the search constraints that have been found in a user utterance would be
displayed as graphical icons instead of given as verbal feedback. This could
make the interaction faster and make it easier for the user to detect and
correct misunderstandings. It also discusses the problem of constraint
relaxation, and proposes that if automatic constraint relaxation is to be
used, it would be helpful to visualize these as graphical icons as well,
making it possible to show all constraints that the system is using for the
moment. This would make browsing the information easier, since the user
gets an overview of all constraints and has the possibility to use multimodal
input to change a particular constraint.
The author of this thesis came up with the idea of adding the icon
handler that handled the visualization of the constraints, and collaborated
with the third and fourth authors to implement and incorporate it into the
AdApt system
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This paper describes the “Tä nk Om” (“What If”) exhibition and the Pixie
dialogue system. It discusses the problem of collecting spoken dialogues
with children without having a speech recognizer which is trained on
children’s speech. It is important to collect computer directed dialogues
from children to be able to develop acoustic speech recognition for future
systems. The paper describes a method of improving the recognition rates
for children when using a commercial speech recognizer which is trained on
adult speech and that uses telephone bandwidth. The children’s speech is
transformed on-the-fly before being down-sampled to telephone bandwidth
and then sent to the speech recognizer. Two transformation methods were
tested, one inspired by the Phase Vocoder algorithm and another by the
Time-Domain Pitch-Synchronous Overlap-Add (TD-PSOLA) algorithm.
Recognition errors could be reduced by something in the order of 30 to 45
percent if children’s voices were transformed before the signal was downsampled to telephone bandwidth.
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The author of this thesis came up with the idea of transforming the
children’s voices on-the-fly before sending it to the recognizer. He also
collaborated with the second author on incorporating the transformation
software, developed by the second author, into the Pixie system.
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This thesis has described the development of a number of multimodal
spoken dialogue systems. The work has aimed at acquiring an
understanding of how to build spoken dialogue systems that allow users to
interact naturally. The need for data collection and the importance of
analyzing dialogue corpora has been stressed. The collected dialogue
corpora in this work have been used to train Swedish acoustic models for
the Waxholm system, statistical recognition grammars for the fully
automated AdApt system and as inspiration and data for building parsers
and dialogue managers for both the Waxholm and the AdApt systems.
The experiences from the Waxholm and AdApt dialogue collections show
the difficulty in collecting dialogue data from subjects who are given
artificial goals. These data also show that users are influenced by the
system output in the dialogues. However, this user behavior might be used
to implicitly influence the users to say things that the system is able to
understand. Other aspects of the system design also influenced the
interaction, e.g. an open microphone in combination with a graphical user
interface led to fragmented user utterances.
While developing the systems a number of problems had to be solved:
Fragmented utterances which led to the development of a input/output
handler in AdApt; turn-taking problems which led to the introduction of
turn-taking gestures in August and AdApt, a microphone icon in Pixie and
constraint icons in AdApt; problems of recognizing children’s speech using a
recognizer trained on adults led to the incorporation of a voice
transformation module in the Pixie system.
The analyses of the speech corpora have given some insight into how
people adjust their way of talking to computers. For example, users tend to
use simple syntax, a quite small lexical variation and unambiguous
pronouns. Furthermore, if the system fails they move towards a
hyperarticulate pronunciation, sometimes inserting pauses between the
words.
The experiences from the August and Pixie system show how naïve
users would interact with an animated agent in a public setting. They
indicate that people socialize if they are not given a specific task, but that
these dialogues often are context-oriented, which means that they are
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possible to handle if the system set-up is controlled. Furthermore, the users
of these publicly available systems were cooperative most of the time and
willing to talk about the topics of conversation the animated agent
suggested.
Finally, it was stated that context-oriented dialogues will be important
in speech-enabled computer games. The author of this thesis will explore
this issue in the three year EU project NICE (www.niceproject.com). NICE
aims at developing a speech-enabled computer game which allows both
children and adults to engage in natural and fun communication with
embodied literary characters using several modalities. The users will be able
to refer multimodally to objects in their shared spatial context. It will be
possible to generate context-oriented dialogues, since the system will know
what is shown in a particular scene and since the personality and traits of
the characters will be indicated by their appearance, movements and
speech.
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In 1950, in an article published in the scientific journal Mind, British Mathematician Alan Turing asked the
question, “Can machines think?” He proposed a test, now known as the Turing Test, in which machines—
computers—could be judged and evaluated on their “human” ability to “think” by asking them a series of
idiosyncratic questions that most people can answer. His prediction: within fifty years, a computer program
would be capable of mimicking human thinking to such a degree that it would fool a human interrogator
more than 50% of the time. Every year since 1990, the Loebner Prize ($100,000 and an 18k gold medal) has
been offered to the first computer program that can pass the Turing Test.
What Turing did not consider—and what experts in artificial intelligence have ignored—is an even
weightier question: “Can humans think?” Every year since 1999, the Neuman Prize (a medal) has been
offered to the first human that can pass the Neuman Test, a test designed to determine whether or not
humans have the ability to think.
The most recent Neuman Prize competition took place near my home where, as judge, I administered the
Neuman Test in a controlled environment by communicating anonymously (I was speaking into a
microphone hidden inside a clown's head) with an equally anonymous and (presumably) “human”
respondent. Here is the complete text:
Test date: May 24, 1999
Time of day: 12:21 PM (PDT)
“HUMAN”:
Next, please.
Can I take your order?
What?
I feel fine.
What do you want?
You want a burger?
One burger. With cheese?
You want fries?
Is that a yes?
Small or large?
You get more for the money with a large.
Yes sir. Anything to drink?
Coke, Sprite, or Root Beer.
What?
No drink, sir?
What?
Okay, one burger, small fries, no drink— Is
that all you're having?
Anything else?
Huh?
I'm sorry, I —
I can't hear you.
105,621.
The sum of 34,957 and 70,764.

Your total is two ninety-nine. Pull forward,
pay at the next window. Next, please.”

JUDGE:
Hello. How are you?
How are you?
How do you feel?
How does Fine feel?
I want some of that old time religion. Can you name one?
How did you know I wanted a burger?
Cheese? What is cheese?
You tell me. Do I want fries?
A yes is a negative no, isn't it?
Which do you recommend?
Then I'd like the small. Does that make sense?
If one were thirsty for knowledge, where would one go?
Please write me a sonnet on the subject of the Forth Bridge.
Add 34,957 to 70,764.
Where is Ypsilanti?
Where is Ypsilanti?
Is that all I can have?
What's your favorite black-and-white movie?
Do you play chess?
I have my king at King1, and no other pieces. You have your king
at King6 and a rook at Rook1. It's your move. What do you play?
(There is a sustained honking of car horns.)
Never mind. How much?
What?
Oh.

A satirical text written by the humorist Matt Neuman called “Can humans think?”, which is
available at http://www.mattneuman.com/think.htm. Used by kind permission of Matt Neuman.
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